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Dilwyn Jones
Almost before I'd even noticed, we are
at the end of our eighth year of publi-

cation! I'm proud to have been at the
helm of QL 

-lbday 
for all these years. I

enjoy working on QL Today and hope
that you, our loyal readership, enioy rea-
ding it to. There's something about the
QL {or should that be lhe operating
syslem?) lhat just keep it going year

after year!

There has been something of a resur-
gence of interest in the Turbo compiler
recently, as it is now the only maintained

QL BASIC compiler and has been kept
up lo date by the sterling work of
George Gwilt. I thought it quite appro-
priate that we include an article about
installing and starting to use Turbo in

this issue, for those who may perhaps
have forgotten how to use it or those
who've simply never used it before.
Another reason to use Turbo of course
rs the TurboPTR system from George
Gwill, which lets you write pointer envi-
ronment programs lrom BASIC without
having to take lhe plunge and learn lo
use the rather more difficult to master
QPTR toolkit. I recenlly gol my hands
on a useful-looking program which con-
verls fasyptr files to TurboPTR - time
to make the effort to learn to use lfur-

boPTR I think!
ll's also encouraging lo see that there
is a lrickle of software appearing which
makes use of GD2 and the new win-
dow manager layouls and colour
schemes. While reviewing the new
sprite viewing program from Per Witte,
I noticed lusl how diflerent {and better!)
software looks on the QL when using
the new colour lacilities. Obviously,
being a black and white publication, we
can't really do juslice to this in these
pages, but take my word for it, il makes
a huge differencel I look forward to
seeing more software making use of
GD2 and WMAN2.
It has been really useful thal authors
have taken the time and trouble to
document and publish information on
the GD2 and new window manager
facililes. Tony lebby started the ball

rolling with his GD2 documenls and
people like Wolfgang Lenerz, Marcel

Kilgus, Wolfgang Uhlig and George
Gwilt have been particularly helpfulin
sending us articles which help to pro-

vide the information.
The Quanta AGM in Manchesler this
year will see major changes to the
Quanla committee. The long serving
Charrman and Secrelary (Robin Barker
and Roy Brerelon) will step down lhis
year although Roy will remain a commil-
tee member Geoff Wicks, a QL trader
(Just Words!) is standing for election to
the commitlee and he has been encou-
ragrng a discussion on lhe QL mailing
list about whether or not Quanta should
think of applying funds to development
of cerlain aspecls of the QL, e.g. I sug-
gested that the Sdump screen dump
software should be enhanced to cater
for the new colours and so on, lo help
encourage people to write graphical
software for the QL by ensuring that
printer screen dumps {probably the
hardest and mosl time consuming parl
of writing soflware on lhe QL) are avai-
lable even in a fairly basic format. Do
you have any input to the debate that
Geoff is encouraging? What develop-
ment would you like lo see sponsored
in this way, bearing in mind lhal there is
nol a lol of money available? Write and
let us know what you think

FIg
lrtIt
oillrr
llH
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News from Per Witte

Msprv/Sprv
ln my quest for suitable sprites to use in our
glorious new hi-colour environment, the lack of a

suitable sprite viewer became acule. So I cob'
bled together a couple one afternoon for my
personal use. Howevet these things take on a
life of their own, and I ended up producing some-
thing a little more elaborate than initially intended.
The results of my eflorts can be found on Tim
Swenson's website at

http://unntw. geocities. corn/SiliconVal ley/Pines/586 5/

{together with Tim's growing collection of PD QL
sprites).

As I don't intend to support or develop these
programs much further the complete source
code is available, so you can change what you
don't like, develop them further if you're that way
inclined, or just take a peek at how they work,
The latter may be particularly interesting to those
who have been following the articles of the two
Wolfgangs (Lenerz and Uhlig) and George Gwilt
in recent QLTs, as my approach demonslrates
another way of writing Poinier Environment tPE)
programs, using a combination of EasyPtr as-
sembler plus some freely available tools from
other sources,

With Sprv you can view a single sprite and its
metrics. lt bravely tries to follow complex sprites,
so you can view its various components one at

a time. Sprv is first of alldesigned to be attached
to Filelnfo2 {Fl2) to enable viewing by clicking on
the filename in suitably endowed file managers,
such as Qpac2 Files.

Msprv allows you to view all the sprites found in

a single directory on one page. lnformation on
individual sprites is enabled via Sprv.

To tesl these programs, and to see how easy it
would be to change them, unzip the package to
raml- and try it out from there. System require-
ments are detailed in the readme, but a QPC2
system (or QxO - not tested) sporting SMSQ/I
v3.03 is a minimum. With suitable adjustments or
modifications, other systems, including an en-
hanced Qdos/Minerva environment with Wman2,
would also be suitable.

Qwirc 0.62 - The QL Winchesler lnformalion
and Rename Console

Qwirc has now been upgraded to hi-colour dis-
play. Also most remaining known bugs have been
mercilessly hunted down and eliminated.

Whal Qwirc does:

Qwirc is currently only compatible with up-to-date
QPC systems

Qwrrc lists all WIN devices attached to your QL
system by name, giving a summary of size and
free space. More detailed information on each
device can be provided by clicking its name. You

can then also review the read/write status, whe-
ther the device is removable, and the name of
the file under the host OS that provides the
device A further screen calculates and displays
the usage statistics for the drive.

So much for the information side. Qwirc also
allows you to give your hard disk a sensible {or
olherwise) name, to set the readiwrite and
removable statuses of the device {as seen from
SMSQ/E), and mount and unmount devices easily.
(Geeks are really going to hate Qwirc!).

New since previous release:
- Feedback button in About to lower the feed-

back barrier
-Popup help on some icons (HlT and hold)
-Bug fixes {see History-lxt}

Qwirc was intended to eventually be compatible
with SMSQ/E on all hard disk systems. Howeve[
due to the public's lack of interest this has been
shelved for now lf three or more people ask me I

shall reconsider

Qwirc is available from Marcel Kilgus'es sile at
http://www. kilg us. neV

As usual any feedback on any of the above -
posrtive or otherwise - is welcome lf you need
any help, please contact me at

pjwitte@tiscali.co.u k

Just Words! will be at the Manchester

QUANTA AGM and show but trading actively only
on the Saturday. A new product, developed in

conjunclion with Al Boehm, will be released at
Manchester and Orlando. Details of the new pro-

duct remain strictly under wraps All Just Words!
will say is that it is'A bit of fun for a fiver but with
serious intent", adding mysteriously 'You will have
to wait for Manchester and Orlando to discover
why the widow is dating a celibate chimpanzee"
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TextBT - even more News
Jochen Merz
text8T, one of the few programs which does not
run properly in high-colour mode can be modified
to work in 16-bit colours on the QXL and QPC

{with SMSQII Version 3] - and now in 8-bil
colour on Aurora and 16-bil colour on Q40 and
Q60. Marcel Kilgus has added a new driver for
this program which will be added to the program
and enable you to run it nicely in high-colour
mode, You have two options: it can look the
same way as before {whitelredlgreen on black}
or - much better looking - colours on a nice
grey. lt is up to you, you can try both settings.

text8Tplus4 PATCH is available now from J-M*S
for only EUR 12,- including postage & packaging!

fasy-to-use, it will provide you with a text8T
which works without having to re-start QPC in a
different colour mode or use a DISP*COLOUR 0
which will screw up the rest of the display Now
with text8Tplus4 PATCH it will work without the
need to change display resolution - and we think
it looks even better in grey!

Please note: the PATCH program requires you to
own the latest version of text8Tplus4 English
([4), file size 116850 bytes or the latest version of
text8Tplus4 German {g4), file size 117354.

You do not need to configure or modify the result
of using text8Tplus4 PATCH-iust execute this one
instead of your original program!

Please noie: the Patch is sold with the permission
of text8T author Fred Toussi.

You can find a secure contact form on the
J-M-S homepage {smsq.j-m-s.com), where you can
submit credit card data etc. without having to
send it via email.

SUQCESS: h€Wversion 1.19
Bob Spelfen writes:
I have made a number of improvements on Suq-
cess 1.15, the DBAS Database lnterface, which by
now has reached 1.19. 1.16 to 1.18 were short
lived 'in between' versions. This will be the last
version in 4-colour mode. ln fact we were so
busy working on the full-colour version that the
announcement has slipped, although it is in the
JMS catalogue since November:

The most important change is in the SEARCH
options. You can now connect the search on
4 fields with AND, OR, XOR and NOT in any
field order you like or even connect 4 sear-
ches on the same field.

- COLUMNS can be set to improve the layout
of your data because every column can be
given its own width, you can also hide
columns from view These settings can be
saved and will load automatically with each
database, Also the row height can be set
from 10 to 20 pixels.

- The single VIEW window now always shows
the whole record. Long fields will be split over
several lines. Click one of these lines and you
can edit the field. You enter VIEW mode by
selecting (or HlTting)one or more records and
then DOing on one of them. You can step up
or down all selected records.

- ln the EDIT window you can now delete the
line or the whole field before or after the
cursor al once.
Because STARCH selections will undo any
ordering, you can now save a SORT on up to
4 fields, and quickly redo the last sorting.* Copy to SCRAP has 3 options to seperate
the fields, space, linefeed or 'l'(vertical line)

- EXPORT will also give 3 options to mark the
field types Jor import by Archive, DBAS/
Suqcess or DATAdesign.

- ln the PRINT menu a filename can be given as
the destination.
When you start a string lield with '@\'

{attbackslash) and D0 on that field, the rest of
the field can be seen as a filename. lf you
have the excellent Filelnfo2 from Thierry
Godefroy loaded, this is called to execute the
file. You must have told Fl2 what to do with
the file of course. When Fl2 is not loaded this
option is not available, then a DO enters edit
mode as usual.

Many bugfixes have been done and more error
trappings have been added. The HELP files have
been updated to explain the new options in more
detail. Jochen Merz Software is the source for
this new version in English and German, There is
also an English demo version on the web site of
Wolfgang Uhlig and this will also run under
QDOSTJS), although I have not been able to test
this with higher resolutions. So give it a try and
let me or Wolfgang know what you think,

As mentioned before, we are busy building the
colour options into Suqcess. The first trials look
very promising but there are still some problems
to solve in the tasyPTR department. A test
version will hopetully be on Wolfgang's QL site
soon.

Bob Spelten I b.spelten@hccnet.nl

Wolfgang Uhlig, w.uhlig@tiscali.nl www.uhlich.nl/ql
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NCW: ''QCP''
by Wolfgang Uhlig
The QlColourPicker is ready lt has two functions:
- Just choose a colour and send it to the stuffer
buffer as a system colour or a true colour string.
Take one out of 16 predefinded colours or mix
your own colour
- The config file for QCP may be the same as
the one for QCoCo So you can take your time
and redefine the 16 colours to make a consistent
colour scheme with QCP and use the colours in

QCoCo very quickly.

QCP uses a machine routine of Marcel Kilgus
which makes it very quick
It is freeware and you can get it from Roy Wood,
Jochen Merz or from my website at,

wwuuhlich.nllql

Thor Manual
Tony Firshman wriles;
A zipped pdf of the original QL board based
Thor is' 'technical info' I should have said... URL'
http:l/www.firshman.co.uk/ data/thor-ql.zip
It is about 10mb.

Dilu4yn Jones News
Thor Tech Manual
Thanks to Tony Firshman, I have now added the
Thor manual PDF file to the QL Documentation
CD, which is now at version 2.7

EPSON ESCiP2 Control Codes Manual
I have condensed the extensive Epson ESCIP?
programming guide files into a single Xchange
Quill DOC file and plain text file. lt's basically a

control code s'et list and notes from Part 1of the
Epson PDF files. The full Epson PDF files are
available on the QL Documentation CD, but for
those with more urgent needs the DOC and TXT
fibs are available from my TopCities website:
http://dilwynjones.topcities.com/qldocslqldocs.html
or follow links from my main website on
http://homepages.tesco. neVd ilwyn.jones/index.html

SER8056 Prinler Manual
One the same page, I've added a scanned copy
of the SerB056 thermal printer manual. Remem-
ber that little printer? lt was given away free with
some early QLs in certain high street stores lt
used fax-style thermal paper rolls, and you still
see the odd one for sale second hand at QL
shows, usually minus its manuall This manual
includes the control code set rt supports The
printer was originally manufactured by Brother:

Disk lnlerface Manuals
l've just been sent a manual for a CST Qdisk QL
disk interface {three versions in fact, they di{fer in
how many Toolkit 2 style extensions the
interfaces had). I'm putting these on my website,
along with the Sandy SuperQBoard disk interface
manual.
The QDISC manuals are text files {no diagrams} -
available as Quill DOC file on the website, and
also as Word DOC and RTF files on the QL
Documentation CD
The QL Docs page is at'

http ://dilwynjones.topcities.com/index. htm

l've added scanned manuals for Cumana and
Technology Research QL disk interfaces to my
website and QL Documentation CD, They might
prove useful for someone buying second-hand
interlaces wilh no manuals, for example.
http://dilwynjones.topcities.com/i ndex. htm

http://homepages.tesco.neVdilwyn.jones/index.html
There is also a generic manual, a general
purpose manual suitable for rnost FLP-type {i.e,
Tony Tebby/Qjump standard software) older inter-
faces, but not suitable for Gold Card, Super Gold
Card, etc - the manuals for these are also
available from the same sources.

Lauchpad Screen Saver Update
Dilwyn Jones
The LPsaver screen saver system supplied with
Launchpad and also separately downloadable
from my website has been updated to fix a bug
reported when running on version JM and JS

QDOS ROMs.
Some of the modules did not manage to cover
the full screen on a 512x256 screen, due to a

bug in one of the extensions files used,
V1.04 fixes this bug and is available to download
from the Launchpad page on my website -
existing users need only replace the LPsaver-obj
program file The documentation has a small,
insignificant change only
http://homepages.tesco.neVdi lwyn. jones/launch pad/
launchpad.html
and follow the link at the bottom to the Launch-
pad downloads page

Sprites Collection
Timothy Swenson
I'm working on a project to collect sprites and
make them available in one collection. I've
worked on this and now have the collection on
my web page. The sprites are in three zip files
based on the Mode of the sprite and the source
of the sprite.

6 QLlodoy



QLSPRT4.TIP - Collection of 38 Mode 4 sprites
gathered from QL sources. Authors are attribited
WNSPRT4.ZIP - Collection of 82 Mode 4 sprites
that have been converted from Windows lcons.
WNSPRTI6.ZaP - Colleclion of 485 Mode 16

sprites that have been converted from Windows
lcons.
They are now available at

www. geocities.com/svenqh j/myf ree. html

I don't have the artistic ability to do a whole col-
leclion of my own sprites, so I figured using
Windows lcons as a source would make for a
quick and large collection The "icon' sprites in

collection are not perfect and need some work
to be good QL sprites. Feel free to use lhem as
a starl for your own sprites. lf you modify them
to make them better; please e-mail them to me
and I'll add them back into the collection (proba-

bly in a new zip collection).
I'd like to thank Wolfgang Lenerz for writing
BMP2SPR and for writing a program to convert
Mode 24 sprites in to Mode 4 sprites
I've just uploaded a number of new QL mode 16

sprites donated to the Sprite Collection by
Francois Van Emelen. These are sprites that he
designed and created himself The file is

QI-SPRT16.ZIP.

TURBOPTR News
George Gwrlt
tptr-ext lt has been found that tptr-ext v5.04
does not reserve enough space for the name list
and name table for the keywords it loads. This
has been corrected on v5.05 which can be found
on the SQLUG site
unrvw.jms 1 .supanet.com

in the file lptrp0T.zip
The fault was traced to the macro FNPROC. A
corrected version of this macro is in the file
gdlib03.zip.

tspr Also new in tptrp0T is an update of tspr
which shows sprites ll now shows a sprite's
mode, size, origin and time constanl

SMSQ/E News
Wolf gang Lenerz fSMSQ/E Registrar)
SMSQ/E 3.05 should be available soon from your
dealers... The sources are out now at:

www.scp-paulet-lenerz.com/smsqe

QPC2 v3.12
Marcel Kilgus
The new QPC2 v312 and SMSQ/E v3 05 for
QPC are as usual available from my page at
http://www.kilg us. net/q pcl

QPC2 - V3.12

Small fix in DOS device to make it even more
compatible with WlN.

SER ports can now be connecled to COM ports
higher than COM8.
New command QPC-WINDOWTITLE to amend
the title of the QPC window
Fixed a problem with relative WIN path names

SMSQ/E.V3.05
Corrected QL rnode B sprite cache handling
Rptr distinguishes better between loose items &
appsub menu items.
SPP open clears CD inactive count
Fixed 3d border bug.

Swiss QL Club Meeting
Jon Dent recently wrote on the QL mailing list'
On Saturday 28th February the Swiss QL club
had a meeling in Sursee My wife Elisabeth took
some pictures which you can see at

http://www babyu rl.com/tcQZ8y
We tried to install the new soQL version with
CHAP on Urs Kdnig's computer but although we
managed to connect we ran out of time before
getting the mailers set-up. Still Urs is going to
give them another go on his own so maybe we'll
here from him soon.

News from Peter Graf
Peter Graf recently wrote on the QL mailing list'
"As some of you know, I'm working on a
soflware that has the realisfic pofential to
provide
- Native efhernet for Q40/Q60
- Driver for Nasfa's unfinished ethernet exten-

sion {QLIGC/SGC...)
- Native connecfiyity to TCP/IP equpped prin-

ters falternative to USBI
- Graphical POP3+SMTP email client
- Reliab/e file up- and download by network or

serial
- Webserver
- TCP/IP slack, PPPSLIP
- Free of charge
'Fully open source
Since |m originally a hardware ralher than a

soflware guy, you can imagine how tough it
was for me. How much money is my eftort
worth? I don't know. But if someone asked me
for commercial use of this, I wouldn't even
consider to let him have it for f 2040 - it's too
far away from paying my tine.
l'd |ike lo do fhe opposifei I'd like ta make my
work available free of charge, the core as part

7@Llodoy



of a free QL operating sysfem, the applicafions
as free soffware. Amounl of money fo spend: f
a.0a

lf nothing in fhe QL scene changes, my projecl
will continue slowly at my own chosen speed,
and the only platform to run on might be QDOS
Classic, for the simple reason fhat it is lhe only
free QL operating syslem on the Q60.
Time for an offer' I cauld possibly be persua-
ded to try and integrate my drivers into
SMSQ/E for fhe whole range of QL slyle
machines, by a sinple act of wisdom, Place
SMSQ/F under lhe GPL. fl have no problem lo
accept modifications to allow QPC remain com-
mercial.)'

fThis is obviously a confroversial sfatemenf
from Peter and if caused some fairly heated
discussion on fhe QL mailing lrsf. Whaf do you
as readers of QL Today and any Q40/Q60
users ouf fhere thinl€ Why nof write and lef us
know - Fditorl

QL Users Mailing List Changes
Bruce Nicholls, owner of the QL Users Mailing
List, has decided to make changes to improve
the mailing list and try to reduce the problems
some users were having with the existing setup.
From 20th March 2004, lhe mailing list has moved
from quanta.org to Bruce's q-v-d.com (Quo

Vadis Design) addresses.

Existing users were moved automatically and the
changeover seems to have gone without a hitch,
bul there is obviously a need to ensure that
exisling users know how to subscribe, unsub-
scribe and so on, especially as passwords are
now used as a mild security measure.
New users can subscribe by sending an email to,

Ql-Users-q-v-d.com-req uest@lists.q-v-d.com
with the word subscribe in the body of the email
(no subject).
You can optionally specify a password by speci-
fying one after ihe word 'subscribe', or one will
be generated for you. ll you want the list emails
to be sent to an email address other than the
one you are subscribing from {e,g,you are ioining
the list from work, but wanl the emails sent to
your home address) you can specify an extra
stnng after the word 'subscribe' (and the pass-
word if specified) like this,
subscribe loptional password]

address=your_email_address

Using QL-Users:
To post a message lo all the list members, send
email to, ql-users@q-v-d.com

Full web access to your account and archives of
the mailing list can be found at the following web
address.
http://lists.q-v-d.com/listinfo.cgi/q l-users-q*v-d.com
lf you need anymore help at anytime please send
an email to:
q l-users-q-v-d.com-owner@lists.q-v-d.com

Poacher turned Game-

keeper?
Geoff Wicks

ln his last QL Today editorial Dilwyn wrote:
"There are changes afoot at Quanta",

adding,
"ll is to be hoped that Quanta will be able to
appoint enthusiasfic new officials to carry the
group forward fo fhe future."

Regular readers of QL Today will know I have
recently been one of QUANTA's most vocal
critics. Two issues ago I wrote I would not be
renewing my membership, but at the beginning
of this year two slrange things happened
0n New Years Eve I posted a message on the
QL-users' email list asking about interest in a

QL2004 at Eindhoven. To my surprise I received
a reply from QUANTA in the first hour of the
New Year About a week later I received a

telephone call from the Secretary of QUANTA

asking me to meet the committee to discuss my
ideas with them.
QUANTA has been going through a bad patch
recently with falling attendance at shows and a

failing magazine almost without contributors, yet
here was evidence of a committee anxious to
change, I spent 90 minutes with the QUANTA
commiltee during which they convinced me of
their willingness 10 take criiicism on board
There are indeed"changes afoot at Quanta", and
I have not only renewed my subscription, but
also promised to work with QUANTA in making
the necessary changes.
I should stress, however this arlicle is a personal
view of QUANTA and should not be read as
being the views of the QUANTA committee,
Many Ql-ers believe that QUANTA is in terminal
decline and no longer financially viable. The lat-
ter is not true. QUANTA may occasionally have
to make economies and other changes, but this
is good housekeeping and not a financial crisis.
On the contrary QUANTA's financial stability is its
greatest asset. ln 2003 it lived within its income.
Where the viability of Quanta is in question is
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how it uses this money for the benefit of its
members.

At the moment QUANTA spends mosl of its in-

come on two activities, workshops and the ma-
gazine Neither give value for money. ln 2002
QUANTA spent about a third of its income on
shows that were altended by probably less than
a sixth of its members. A few simple calculations
indicate QUANTA is subsidising shows to the
extent ol over t20 per attendee per year

QUANTA and show organisers have to sii down
and discuss the frequency and quality of the
show programme.

The problems of the magazine are also obvious
ln 20021 estimate the magazine production took
up about half of QUANTA's income, yet scarcely
anyone will write for it. ln the 10 issues up to the
end of volume 21 there were only 11 contributors
and, of these, only 5 contributed more than one
item 2 of these 5 were the magazine editors. ln

10 issues there were only 3 reviews of new pro-

ducts, all wrrtten by lhe same person Without
contributors an editor has the unpleasanl choice
of wriling the magazine himself; resorting to ex-
cessive "padding"; 0r plagiarising from other
sources.

Should QUANTA now look at the exploitation its
greatest strength, financial stability? QUANTA
has a capital of several thousands of pounds but
should QUANTA become unviable for non-finan-
cial reasons, the legal position is thal this capital
would be lost to the QL community.

Another important point is that QUANTA has a
favourable lax slatus as a non-profit organisation
for the benefit is its members. Jb preserve this
status the QUANTA committee has to be very
careful about commercial activities for non-mem-
bers This is not idle speculation. A non-Ql orga-
nisation lo which I belong slipped up 0n this

point and within 12 months our subscription rose
from t33 to t43.
The most recent use 0f QUANTA's capital was a
loan to D & D Systems to finance the Q60.
Without this help the Q60 would not have be-
come a reality. When QUANTA makes an invest-
ment of this nature, it is making decisions about
the use of a large amounl of members' money.

QUANTA's capital may seem large, but it would
take only 2 or 3 unwise investmenls for it to dis-
appear For this reason any request 1o financially
support a hardware or soflware project would
have to be backed by a thorough busrness plan,

and covered by the necessary legal safeguards.
The QUANTA committee have never been good
at selling themselves, and much work they do
does not get the praise it deserves They
should boast far more about the Q60 loan and
the financial support they give to UK shows
The QUANTA committee rs anxious to profrle

itself more strongly in future and you will see the
first sign of this in their advertisement in this
issue of QL lbday
What do members want of QUANTA? Do they
want to go on as before or do they want
change? There are many ways in which
QUANTA could reorganise, One example would
be no more than 2 workshops a yea[ and the
replacement of the magazine with a quarterly
three page newsletter The money saved could
then be ploughed into software and hardware
projecls only available to QUANTA members.

QUANTA is at a critical point in its existence, and
for the new chairman, secrelary and commiltee
there are important decisions to be made. With-
out adequate feedback from the members the
task of the new committee will be almost impos-
sible,

Multiplq dynamig exten-
ded and chained Sprites
Wolfgang Lenerz

Thanks to the trreless efforts of Marcel Kilgus and
Jerome Grimbert, the QL World {or at least the
SMSQE world) now has more colours This can be
immediately visible in modern soflware {such as

QD or plug, plug, my own BMP2SPRT).

The new colours can also be used in "sprites" 
{in

many other OSes they would be called icons), the
small images used in loose menu items, such as

that generally used to show the item for moving
the window

Whal some of you may not have realised yet is
lhat the sprite format has been enlarged, to such
an extent thal, today, there are several different
possibilities to combine several sprites inlo "one":

there are chained sprites, dynamic spriles, exten-
ded sprites and multiple sprite files. The different
formals can even be combined amongst them-
selves!

Here I'll try to explain the difference between
lhese formats, what they do and how you can
make corresponding sprites.
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I - Chained sprites

1 - The concepl

This is something that was already foreseen at

the inception ol ihe Pointer fnvrionment. lt con-
sists of combining sprites in such a way that they
can be used in different colour environmenls. Let's
hark back to the original QL and Pointer [nviron-
ment. The QL has two colour modes, 4 and B

colours.

A sprite designed for four colour mode doesn't
look nice when shown in eight colour mode and
vice-versa, though conversion roulines may exisl.
So what would you do if you want your program
to look nice in B colour mode and in 4 colour
mode? First of all, you will have to design two
sprites {one for each mode} - there is no way
around it.

Then, when your program is running, you would
normally have to determine whal colour mode it is
running in, and then change the sprite to the one

Name offs type content

pto-fonn $00 byte sprite mode

corresponding to that colour mode, You would
have to do that for each sprite

0f course, that would be quite tedious, so the
initial Pointer Environment already made it possible
lo'chain"two sprites: one for B colour mode and

one for 4 colour mode. The Pointer fnvironment
ilself then aulomatically chooses which one to
display for the currenl colour mode! Today, you

can"chain"sprites not only for modes 4 and B, but
also for the other colour modes, and the PE will
still choose the best one to display for the colour
driver the program is running in.

How do you make chained sprites? To get into
lhis, we first need to look at how a sprite is built.

[ach sprite has a "header", a space where some
information is stored about the sprite itself The
actual sprite data which are the individual colour
dots that make up the icon, are noi conlained in

the header but somewhere else. The header
enables you lo find out where this information is

slored. Let's look at the entire sprite header for a
moment. This is a regular slruclure that looks as
follows'

4 bytes, which are called one "long word", hence
the abbreviation "long'. The contenl is a "pointer'

to the next 'object", which in this context is just

the next sprite. Remember we are making 2
sprites, one lor each colour mode. So the first one
contains a pointer to lhe next one. The "pointer'is
just a number lt corresponds to the number of
bytes further along in memory where we can find
the header of this second sprite (if no second
sprite exists, the pointer is 0). So if the sprite
header for the second sprite was 1000 byles
further down in memory, the pointer would contain
the value 1000. This way, the sprite header {or the
second sprite can be found easily by a simple

pto-vers $02
pto-ctrl $03
pto--xsiz $0/r
ptogsiz $06
pto-xorg $08
pto-yorg $0a
pto-cpat $0c
pto-:nask $10
pto--nobj $1/r
pto-opts $18
pto*blk $1c

$Of byte colour mode / system sprite number
byte dynanic sprite version number
byte sprite control
word X size
word Y size
word X offset
word Y offset
long relative pointer to colour pattern
long relative pointer to mask/alpha ehannel
long relative pointer to next object
long 0PTIONAL (relative pointer to) options
long OPTI0NAI relative pointer to sprite block

This all works by "offset" 
{offs in the table above).

An'offset' is just the distance from the starl of the
header To make lhlngs easier for lhe programme[
many offsets are given names - they are easier
to remember than lhe actual values. From the
above table, we can see that 'pto-vers" lies at
offset $02, i.e. two bytes along from the sprite
header lt is a single byte and it contains the
"dynamic sprile version number".

What we are interested in here rs "pto-nob1". This
is a long word al offset $14 {i.e. 20 in decimal). So,
20 bytes after the start of the sprile header we
can find a "long' "relalive pointer to the nexl ob-
ject". Here, "long" means that the pointer occupies
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Think your own thoughfs,

Q60. The Super QL,

Features

,v Q60/60 & Q60/66: 68060 CPU,60/66 MHz, MMU+FPU

x Q60180: 6BLC060 CPU, 80 MHz, MMU (no FPU)

r 68060 superscalar architecture, dual execution units

,n Up to 160 BogoMlPS performance for QDOS+SMSQiF

x 16 to 128 MB RAM, PS/2 module sockets

x 256 kB ROM (mainboard supports up to 1024 kB)

r Highspeed 32 bit graphics + original QL hardware modes

r Up to 65536 colours at 1024 x 512 pixel resolution

.n Multisync monitor output (15 pin HD connector)

,n PC Keyboard interface (DlN)

x 20 kHz Stereo sound

I Battery buffered elock, 2 KB nonvolatile RAM

x Controller for 2 floppies and 2 IDE harddisks or CDROM

I 2 Serial ports with 115200 Baud, Parallel port (on l/O
card supplied with mainboard)

r Hardware extension slot supports ISA cards

r Fits directly into AT Minitower or other standard case

r +5V 1 +t2V power supply

I No tinkering, no parts from original QL needed

x Mainboard size 8.2 x 6.3 inch

,r Can boot in a few seconds, directly from ROM

,v Runs three different operating systems:
SMSQ/E, QDOS Classic and Q60 Linux

,n New,,ShoeString" Q60 Linux distribution

Prices
Complete Systems

Q60/60l/lidi Tower*
68060 @ 60 MHz, MMU+FPU,
64MB RAM, CD-ROM 56X,
3.5" Floppy, 20 GB Harddisk,
Keyboard, 3 Button Mouse,
2 SER, 1 PAR, Stereo Sound g 545.00

Higher mainboard spec.
(68060, 66 MHz) + f 139.00

Extras
tt/Alttl
16 MB (giving 80 MB)

MB (giving 128 MB)

Card (FLP,IDF,SER,PAR)

disk drive
ng $ystem

OS programmed on ROMs*"
Q60 Linux CD

Ethernet Card 10 MbiVs

Stereo speakers
3 boxes, including sub-woofer e 19.00

Preinstalled software package
QPAC1, QPAC2, FiFi, QD,
PROWESS and much more,

f 100 worth f 59.00

€ 17.00
g 36.00

€ 14.00

€ 11.00

f 10.00
€ {5.00
f 17.00

" Fully assembled and tested! lncludes support disks and manuals.
*" SMSQI/E and QDOS Classic available

Shipping and handling is extra. Prices may change due to semiconductor costs or exchange rates. Please
note: Current SMSQ/E version supports only 16 MB out of 64 MB RAM, or 32 MB out of 80/128 MB RAM.
Linux fully supports all memory configurations.

Website and technical information:

www.q4o.de
Email: info@q4O.de

D&D Systems
P.O. Box 5813, Ripley, Derbyshire, England DES gZR

Ts|. +44 (0)1773-74A170, FAX +44 (0)1773-748399
After sales Tel. +44(0X773-741164 (evenings)
Email: sales@q40.de

Financially assisted by a loan from QUANTA

Take the power back in your hands.
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addition {address where the pointer is + value of
the pointer = starl ol the second sprite header).

Thai's all there is to it. When it is lime to draw lhe
sprite, the Pointer Environment checks along the
chain of sprites lo see which one would be best
to display with lhe current colour driver:

Some lines here are a bit flaky, the line
'mem*used=mem_used +{mem_used && 1)"

which is used lo make sure that the memory

2 - Making chained spriles in S*Basic

How can you make a chained sprite? Unless you
are an assembler programmer making chained
spriles may seem difficult
ln Basic, you could do worse than use the
following program, provided that you have typical
sprite files, such as those produced by
BMP2SPRT

lf you do not have sprile files but make the sprites
with the normal QPTR RD-SPRT functron, which
returns lhe address of the sprite, you could also
combine two sprites like this,

def proc chain_sprite_fi1es (fi1e_in1$, file_in2$, file_out$)
1oca1 pointer, ehart% rtotal, memory, meflLused, men-used2

chan%=fep-in(fi-te-inl$) : rem open first file
if chan%<0:return: rem oops, cantt open it
men-used=flen(#chan%): ren get length of file
close#ehan%
merlused=merLused +(meruused && 1) : rem make even
chan%=g6p-in(fi1e-in2$) : rem open second file
if ehan%<0:return: rem oops, eanrt open it
merl-used2=f1en(#chanf): rem length of file
cLose#chan%
merLused2=menLrs€d2 +(men-used2 && 1) : ren na.ke even
nemorf;6lehp(rneruused+mern-used2) : rem reserve enough memory fot 2 sprites
lbytes file-in1$rmemory: rem load first sprite into it
lbytes file-in2$rmemory+nerl-used : rem load second sprite
pointer=memory+20: rem pointer to next sprite goes in here
poke-1 pointerrmemory+mem-used-pointer : rem set pointer now
sbyt e s f i Ie*out$, nemory, merl-us e d+nern_us e d2

end def chairr_sprite_files
:

This loads two sprite files, sets the pointer from space used by the sprite is an even number will
the first lo the second and saves them again into fall over with an error if this mem-used variable is
a single, combined file. more than 32 K

Def proc chairr-sprites(sprite1, sprite2)
local pointer

pointer = spritel+20: rem pointer goes
poke_l pointer, sprite2-poi.nter

end def chairr-sprites

You pass this function two spriles and il will have
spritel point to sprite2.

ll - Dynamic sprites

Dynamic sprites are spriles that change over time.
Dynamic sprites already existed in all Pointer

here

Environmenl versions. A typical example is a

blinking cursor, such as that used by QD. This
"cursor" is aclually a sprite. lt changes over lime,
because it blinks' at one moment it is there, the
nexl one it isn't. And so on. Unforlunately, dynamic
sprites can only be used for the poinler spriles *
today, there is no way you can have a loose ilem
display a dynamic sprite
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How do you make such a sprite?

Well, in much the same way as the chained sprites
above. Dynamrc sprites are, aclually, composed of
several different sprites. lf we take the example
of the QD cursot there are two sprites: the first

one, a solid colour block, is the "cursor" you see,
The second one is just an emply sprite, which
doesn'l show anything. By showing lirst one, lhen
lhe other you make the colour block appear/dis-
appea[ thus giving the impression of a blinking
CUTSOI

Since the dynamic sprite is composed of several
different sprites, it behaves in many respecls lust
like a chained sprite as described above, Here, the
chained sprite to which the first sprite will point is
the second sprite that will the shown when the
time for the first one has expired. lf the time for
the second sprite expires, a third one will be
shown (if it exists), else, in a round-robin fashion,
we get automalically back to the first sprite.

So, this is indeed a chained sprite, the first sprite
points to the second sprite which points to the
lhird etc. The last sprite poinls to nothing (null

pointer).

All we need now is a way to tell the Pointer
Environment how long each sprite is to appear on
the screen, For this we use'plo-vers', which you

can see in the lable above. This is a single byle
containing the number of 'licks" a sprite is to be
shown. A"tick"is a time intervalof {about} 20 ms lf
you set the value of the first sprite, in plo-vers, to
5, il will be shown 5x20 milliseconds, i.e 1/10th of a
second. Then another sprile will be shown. The
next sprile musl contains a number of ticks that is
grealer than the firsl one, and will be shown for
the number of licks of this second sprite minus
the number ol licks lor the first sprite. Thus, for
example, you could set pto-vers for the second
sprite lo 10 (the first still being 5). The first sprite
would be shown for 1/10th of the second as

explained above, and lhe second sprite would be
shown for {10-5}* 20 milliseconds, which is also
1/10th of a second.

To make lhese spriles in Basic, you can simply
adapt the above two procedures, by poking
appropriately increasing values into the pto-vers
of each sprite header:

ln theory, dynamic and chained sprites should be
able lo be combined.

lll - Extended sprites

[xtended sprites are new to SMSQ/E and the
newer versions of the Poinler fnvironment. They
can only be used in loose menu items. An exten-
ded sprite changes aspect according to the
status of the loose menu ilem that contains it.

You may well know that loose menu items can
have several staluses - Available (the item may be
clicked), Selected tthe item is "On") or Unavailable

{the item can't even be clicked). Moreove[ in any
of these statuses (except unavailable) the item
may be lhe"current"item, i.e. the item in which the
cursor in located. This is generally shown by a

border drawn around this current item.

It was thought that it would be a neat idea if items
conlaining a sprite could change the way the
sprite looked according to the status of the sprite,
and whether or nol it is the current item.
So the extended sprile formal was born. An
exlended sprite is, again, a combination of spriles.
There are actually five sprites to be exacl and
they are used in the following order'
one lo be shown if the item is in the normal availa-

ble status, one if the item is in the available status
and is the currenl ilem, one for lhe normal selec-
ted status, one if the item is selected and also is
the currenl ilem, one if the item is unavailable.

Srnce lhe sprites also change when the ilem be-
come/ceases to be the current item, you may
design items (containing sprites) that, for example,
"light up'when the poinler passes over them

Again, these five sprites will be linked. Howevel
they can't be chained in the same way as for
normal chained or dynamic sprites, since you

could make a chained extended sprite (an exlen-
ded sprite that, for each of the above five sprites,
also contained several sprites at dilferent colour
depths)

So, another way was used to make extended
sprites;

First of all, the sprite header musl signal that the
sprite is an extended sprite This is done by set-
ting bit 2 of the "pto-ctrl" byte {see above sprite
header table!) to 1. You can do this from S*Basic
by setting the byte to 4 (easy, poke sprite-header
+3,4).

lf this is so signalled, then, at pto-blk, there lies a
'long pointer" to an extended sprite block. This

- 
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block itself iust conlains 5 long pointers to the five
spriles. And that is it. Now the sprite contained in

the item will change with the status of the item
and whether or nol it is the current item.

As for the extended sprite block, it contains the
pointers to lhe five sprites. All but the first pointer
may be 0 inull). The first pointer {item available)

MUST exist and point to a real sprite.

Null pointers are handled as lollows by the Pointer
Environment,

- For available ilems,
* The poinler to the available ilem sprite MUST

exist.
x lf no pointer to an available AND current ilem

sprite exists, then the available item sprite is

taken instead
- For selecled items,
* lf no pointer to a selecled item exists, then lhe

pointer to the selected item AND current ilem
is ALSO ignored. The available item sprite is

taken instead for both.
x lf no poinler lo a selected AND current item

sprite exists, then the selected item sprite is
laken instead.

- For unavailable ilems, the available item sprite is

used.

It is allowed, but not necessar)I for any of lhese
pointers including the firsl pointer (available ilem)
to point back to the original sprite, which will then
be drawn as a normal sprite!

This allows three cases'

1 - The original sprite can be an ordinary QL
mode sprile, which willbe drawn normally by older
versions of WMAN. The newer versions of WMAN
will use the exlended format.
2 - The original sprite could be a simple empty
shell, with just the relevanl dala {bil 2) and the
pointer to a sprile block set.

3 - The original sprite could be a normal QL or 24
bit mode sprite which will be used by an item rn

any of its statuses.

Alternative 1 above will ensure that your software
remains compalible with older versions of WMAN
Of course, any of lhe five spriles used by
extended sprites can also be a chained sprite,
thus allowing diflerent colour depths to be used
for this sprile!

lV * Multiple sprit€ files

This will only be of interesl to the SxBasic pro-
grammel and probably only to those using
BMP2SPRT A mulliple sprile file is a file containing
several spriles.

As a Basic programmel you can make spriles
eilher through lhe normal QPTR way (notably with
the RD-SPRT function) each lime the program is

run, or dump the sprites inlo a file and load thal file
via LRESPR. BMP2SPRT even makes "basic"

sprite files, which incorporate a keyword. You

LRTSPR that file and then you can use the incor-
porated keyword {funclion) as sprite address,
whenever a sprile is necessary (of course, the
keyword can be changed).
This allows you lo include such a file in compiled
programs using the $$asmb directive. The only
problem with that is that if you have 20 sprites,
you will have 20 files to be LRESPR'd or included
with your compiled program, which can quickly
become unmanageable. So BMP2SPRI introduces
the concept of a multiple sprite file {l know, this is
starting to sound like a pluglest for BMP2SPRT).

A multple sprite file contains, first a sprite with a
keyword and then several other sprites appended
to that. lf you know the offsel of each sprite in thal
file, you can LRTSPR the file and use the offsets
lo get al each sprite BMP2SPRT makes a
load-sprite procedure for you, something like'

100 def proc load-sprites
110 rern the file is called

devl-b as ic-icons-spr ite s-b in
L20 operr-sprt = SP-OPEN
I3O batch*sprt = oper-sprt + 3944
74A save-sprt = opel-sprt + 9088
L50 mult-sprt = open-sprt + L3012
160 tool-sprt = open*sprt + 18156
170 End def load-sprites
180 :

Here SP-OPEN was the keyword for the firsl
sprite. The file containing this is just LRTSPR'd and
then you can use the resulting variables for your
sprites.
You don't have to use BMP2SPRT to make such a

file, you can make it from hand if you want! lt's jusl

a convenient way of storing sprites for the sprite
programmer

Needless to say any of these sprites can be a
chained, dynamic and/or extended spritel
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Easyptr and TurboPTR
George Gwill

lntroduction
Both tasyptr and lLrboPTR have the same aim,

namely to make it reasonably easy to write Pt
programs using S*BASIC. The compiled result of
both is a program containing within itself all infor-
mation about the required wrndow definitions to-
gether with any text, sprites, blobs and patterns
needed.
Unfortunalely, at the moment at any rate, lasyplr
does not caler for the new WMAN which allows
GD2 colours inside a window definilion. TurboPTR

does have this facility. One way of introducing lhe
new syslem to existrng [asyptr programs might
be to lranslate the the window definitions from
these programs to Turbo PTR lormal. The trans-
lated delinitions can then be amended by the
existing program [D|T-WDA to include the new
WMAN colours. Although it would be necessary
to alter lhe program lo read the pointer by the
TurboPTR rather lhan the Easyplr method this
should be a relatively minor operation.
I have iust compleled such a translalion program

and this article describes how I did it and what I

discovered on lhe way.

Window Formats
My first task was to find oul how window defini-
tions are slored by tasyptr ln tact it seems that
each window or "menu" as it is called, is created
separalely and placed in ils own file {possibly with
lhe tail -men). The format is almost exactly that of
a window definition defined in the QPTR manual. {l

will come to the'almosl"laler)
The window definition is followed by any text,
sprites, blobs and patlerns needed. When all lhe
"menus"have been produced, they are appended
lo a -cde lile containing the extras needed for the
Easyptr program.

When the Easyptr program is to be run in

S*BASIC, {rrst the -cde file is LRISPRd to load
the extras and to make the "menus" available {as
THINGS?). When lhe program is compiled by
Q-Liberator the -cde file can be included so that
no special action is needed at runlime.
The same resull is obtained by TurboPTR but in a
different way. Window definilions are set up at
runtime from information in a sel of files, one for
each parl of a window definition. The file conlain-
ing information for all the main windows used is in
the file called fwd. Loose items are in fli, and so
on.

TurboPTR dilfers from Easyptr in that each of the
f,, files conlains all the information for all the win-
dows in the program. ln addilion to the f. files
there is a "text-lisl"containing all the items of texl,
and a file "tmpo", shorl lor ternporary containing
the sprites, blobs and palterns,
ln a standard window definition and in an [asyplr
'menu"a pointer to text or sprite is a word relative
pointer lo the address containing the item. ln the f..

files numbers are used instead of pointers. These
numbers, from 0 upwards, refer to the posilion of
the required item in the text, sprite, blob or pattern
list. One result of this method is that even if more
than one window uses a particular item that item
only appears once in its list. ln Easyptr such an
item would appear in all the"menus'using it,

ll was "almost' {see above!) easy to run through
the Easyptr 'menus' setting the corresponding en-
lries in the f., files for TurboPTR. The slight difficul-
ty was due to lhe official window definition.
Almost all the separate seclions of the definilion
are of fixed delerminate length. When there is an
indefinite number of repeals the end of the set is
marked by a word -1. However the exception to
this comes in the definition of an application win-
dow This is made up of,

{a} a fixed header of 32 byles.

{b) zero, one or two pan/scroll blocks o{ 24 bytes
each.

{c} zero or one menu block of 34 bytes.

It is, of course, essential to know whether the 33rd
byle from the slart of a particular application win-
dow definition is the first byte of a pan/scroll block
or the first byte of a menu block or perhaps the
firsl byte of a sprite or something else not in the
applicatiion window at all

Well, we can tell how many panlscroll blocks there
are by examining the number of x and y control
sections recorded in the fixed header But what of
the menu block? There is a menu block if there is
a poinler {in the menu block) lo the row list, this
being the ONLY link connecting a window defini-
tion to the oblects in an application window. Con-
versely if there were no obiects there would be
n0 row lisl poinler Unforlunately there would be no
menu block either lmpasse! Easyptr culs this
Gordian knot by setting a menu block whether or
not lhere are objects,
TurboPTR, being different, solves this problem by
putting a"l"at the end of the header block if there
are oblects and"0'if not.

One more difficulty remains to be described. lf

there is a panlscroll block there must be a "part

window control block" A pointer to this appears in
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the pan/scroll block. Unfortunately lhis pointer is

relative, not to the address of lhe poinler ilsell as
is usual, but to the window slatus area. Since I do
nol know whether or nol Easyplr sets up such a
"pari window conlrol block" inside a "menu" I sim-
ply make up an appropriate "part window control
block"and set my own values in the fcd file,

Aclually, the values in this "part window control
block' are changed by the P[ software whenever
scrolling takes place so that the starting values
will be overwritten and are lhus relatively unimpor-
tant.

The "text-list' file is set up from all the items of
text in lhe 'menus'. When an item is found in a
"menu" the "text*lisl" is searched and lhe number
of its position used in the f.. tlle lf the item is not in
the"text-list"it is added, This means that items of
text used in more than one "menu' appear only
once in the'text-list'.
Spriles are somewhat different. ltems of text can
easily be copied as needed but to extracl a sprile
given its address is not so easy. lt would have
been nice to be able lo extracl sprites and place

them directly in "tmpo", ensuring lhal no sprite
appeared more than once. What I did in fact was
to assume that spriles, blobs and patlerns always
come al the end of a "menu", in which case all I

needed to do was to make sure that I copied to
"tmpo"the section of a"menu'from the address of
the earliest detected sprite, blob or pattern to the
end ol the"menu". The file"tmpo" works fine even
if it has too many bytes but not if it has loo few.

Practical Applications
When I had completed eptr2wda I tried it out on
the -cde files included in John Miller's PtK Kit
This worked with no problems. Also the program
IDIT-WDA proved that it was easy to alter a

colour in a window to one of the new WMANIGd2
ones. EDIT*WDA also displayed the sprites to
good effect, except for "alarm" which, being red
and lransparenl, was invisible againsl EDIT*WDA's
red background! ln thrs case there was no'alarm"
I lhen successfully tried the program on Geoff
Wicks' Spelling Crib from one of the cover disks
distributed wilh QL Todalr

Much emboldened I lurned to Launchpad .

Lauchpad
. . . ll was then that disaster struck for the second
time.

The first disaster was some time ago when it was
poinled out lo me that lhe number of sprites in

Launchpad was more than the 30 allowed by

TurboPTR. Ai a blow TurboPTR was rendered in-

adequate! I survived thal disaster by setting a new
way ol defining the size ol the loose ilem slatus
block allowing it to be variable, depending on how
many sprites lhere aclually are in each window. 0f
course it is essential to allow existing programs
written with old versions of TurboPTR to continue
to work. What I did was this.

Firstly I amended the S*BASIC function M-WDIF
in tptr*bas so that in each window an impossibly
large border was sel. Secondly I amended the
keyword M-SITUP so that il would check the
marker and set the old or new version of the
loose item slatus block accordingly. lt would also
reset the border to its correct size.

The second disasler caused more exlensive
havoc.

When I tried to produce a -WDA file from
Launchpad's"menus" I found that the word size of
32167 was breached all over the place. Launch-
pad has 66 windows and some of them have a

large number of loose ilems. The file fli became
well over 32768 in size. This meant that while
producing the -WDA file I had to copy the f. files
in sections rather lhan as complete slrings as
formerly. More sinister was the effect on the inter-
mediate file, which is called, simply "f" This file

consists of all the f, files togelher with the
"lext-list" and "tmpo" all slrung together each
headed by a word containing its length, This file is
then translated directly into a set of DATA lines

containing signed integers. But this fails if any of
the constituent files in "f" are over 32767 bytes
long.

Similar trouble occurred inside"tmpo'. You will see
why when I describe its format lt starts with a
word giving the relative offset to the header for
blobs. The second word is the relative position of
the header for pallerns. Then follows the header
for sprites. [ach header has the same format. The
first word is the number of items less one, so that
-1 indicates absence ol items. lf there are any
items the word containing the number of items is
followed by one word for each item giving the
relative position of the item. The "tmpo" file pro-

duced for Launchpad was well over 40000 bytes
long so you can see that many of the relative po-
silions in the headers must be wrong.
As with the lirst disaster il was necessary to find
a solution that would allow all existing TurboPTR
programs to continue lo work, This ruled out the
obvious change which was lo replace word poin-

ters and sizes by long words. Two facts led me to
the solulion I have adopted. ln the first place all the
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relative pointers in "tmpo" are positive, because il
happens that all headers always precede the
items to which they reler Also, obviously, all file
lengths are positive. ln the second place all

relative pointers are even.

I thus decided to use negative integers to signal
values grealer than 32767. Since the positive
values were to be even I could increase capacity
by doubling. The negalive number giving the
smallesl positive resull is -1. This has to produce
lhe lowest even number greater than 32767, ie
32768. This sels the formula lo'

-k*2 + 32766

for the number corresponding to lhe negative
number k. The largest numbe[ produced by ft =
-32768, is 98302. The new method has increased
capacity by a factor of very nearly three.

Having altered TurboPTR I found that eptr2wda
does indeed produce viable TurboPTR style
windows for Launchpad. Also EDIT-WDA shows
all the sprites in Launchpad in all lheir glory and of
course allows these windows to be ediled.

Conclusion
It is always satisfying to be able to extend the
scope of a program and I am grateful to many
people who have helped me in this case; in parli-
cular to Dilwyn Jones for distributing the demo
version of Launchpad (does the full version have
2000"menus"?), to Roy Wood for sending me vital
information aboul [asyptr and PtK and to John
Sadler for suggestions regarding TurboPTR (some

of which are slill in the pipeline).

I hope that the new version o{ TurboPTR willprove
of interest. Who knows, it might even provoke me
to produce further enhancement.

QDT : Call to Graphics

{time to make pretty}
J.D. Hunkins

This is about the time in a major project when
you start thinking about how it will ultimately look
to the user So I started thinking and...

I NEED GRAPHICS HELP!!!

This should be considered a formal
call for help in generating the QDT
icon sels and sample wallpaper For

those of you not at all graphically
inclined, you can skip ahead if

desired and see a few samples of
what has been suggested and a
quick update on the project.
Note that the update part of this is

being kept short as I am working
very hard in preparing to show QDT
at the US QL Show {see separate
article for news of that event).

i*{l{lH

Formal Graphics Request
Thanks in a very big way go to those who
already have contributed so much to what QDT
will eventually look like. This includes the color
drivers for all the diflerent systems, the wman
enhancements that move these colors and so
much more into our world, and of course for the
new system sprites.

But QDT being a graphical desktop interface,
needs good lcon sets for folders and programs,
along with nice background screens. Now, before
everyone drops everything and rushes to the
aide of QDT a few formalities need to be made
clear [sorry for the business tone but..]

1) this is voluntary only
* no benefits {other than fleeting fame) will be

forthcoming {lE: no money)
- I will be lucky to sell enough copies iust to

get lo this next show : -)

l'\ .r1 f-\ . eJ I _lcor: .ps ..
2) all graphics must be yours
or proven to be public domain
under no licensing restrictions
olher than an acknowledge-
ment of the source in a way
that QDT will support

- this also means that you
can't directly copy some-
thing over change a color:
and send it in

- copyright laws will be ho-
nored

- you willmaintain the copy-
right on graphics that you

own, with a specific agreement for usage by
QDT

3) not all graphics will be used

- I hold the right to decide what to include in

the QDT release or the QDT support web-
site

- some graphics will not be available with the
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original release but may instead be available
at a later date on the QDT support websile
or release updates

4) some graphics may need to be modified
* no modifications will be made without your

approval and/or assistance

OK, enough of the ugly part of business. Please
to be sure to read the policy statements at the
end of the web page at:

http:l/tttunr.jd h-stech.com/Q DT/qdt. html

There is a general contribution policy statement
there now. The graphics contrrbution form will be
added in the near future.

Now for the fun part - what gra-
phics does QDT need

The big one is ICONS. Both a set of default icons
along with lcons for various type of folders,
types of documenls, and for all the major pro-
grams for the QL that someone might want to
run {rom QDT (lE' nearly everything).
As you think about what would be nice, please
realize that two things tend lo be important for
this kind of graphics - simplicity and uniforrnitir A

good desktop isn't over overwhelming but in-

stead has a clean, simple, organized look to it.

To give you an idea of a nice example of a
pleasant desktop, Thorsten Herbert has put to-
gether an image of what he imagines a QDT
desktop may look like. fyou can see more of his
graphics work for the USA QL Show at,

http;//www. jdh-slech.com/exlras.html
and elsewhere in this magazinel.

One of the upcoming add-ons for QDT will be a

Theme Manager that will allow the user to swrtch
between lcon sets and backgrounds, etc. to
change to different'moods' as desired

Here is the list of information that is important if
you wish to contribute. I will handle conversion to
the QDT formals, assuming that the following
requirements is followed. QDT will also ship with
conversion capabilities for some formats.

1) Default lcons:
- QDT Desktop - Program
* Text Documenl - Graphics, generic
* Closed Folder - Open Folder
- Executable Folder - Unknown
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ffi
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A possible QDT Desktop Example
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2) lcon Specs
al formats [con sets should encompass 1 for
each iype, intial QDT will start with 256 color
mode onlyl
- Medium, 256 color[4O x 40 pixels, 256 colors

from lcon Palette {see below)l
- Small, 256 color[2O x 20 pixels, 256 colors

from lcon Palette {see below)l
* Medium, QL color[40 x 40 pixels, 4 QL Colors]
- Small, QL color[ 2A x 2A pixels, 4 QL Colors]

bl color paletle: 256 colors is used, based on the
Netscape 216 Color Cube {internet safe colors)
plus additional greys, etc. As long as the icons
are saved in full color {24 bit) and the colors are
in this palette, they can be cleanly converted. For
the actual palette and additional QDT specific
info, please see Appendix A of the QDT lcons
technical document found at,

http://www jdh-stech.com/Q DTldoou rnents. htrnl

cl special capabililies
- alpha will be supported eventually in the 256

color mode only, but not initially {time issue}
Submitled icons
can have alpha
information included
but should look OK
without it (for now)

- a future QDT will be
able to enable or
disable background

compressed formats and perhaps resize them to
fit. Another future feature : -)

And Now the Promised \flord: QDT
Progress

QDT has made some very major progress over
the last month or so, as I prepare to show it at
the US QL Show towards the end of April. The
installer is basically done - just tuning the data-
base, limited alpha copies have been sent out.
The primary QDT program has seen some major
fatal error fixes {down to one only that lknow of,
happening when I have too many folders with
loo many icons - a hint I would believe) I am
busy putting in all the save capabilities on the
notebooks and will switch back shortly to the
main desktop to keep on turning on fealures.
For your viewing pleasure I am including a wor-
king image of QDT on my development system
Note lhat it is just the opposite of a clean and
pleasant desktop which I just discussed - I said
that I needed graphical help : -)
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The other thing that is needed will be some good
wallpapers. The initial shipment of QDT will only
support a screen snapshot as specified in the
latest SMSQ/E documentation. We of course will
need ones for different standard screen sizes.
[ventually, QDT should be able to support some

QDT in fhe Midsl of Development

This image does show the integration of the
QMenu capabilities into all the notebooks, inclu-
ding automalic generation of a list of choices {ln
this case, available lcons). lt also shows the case

- 
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where the lcon in the QDT Desktop nolebook
does not match that on the Desktop itselt I have
just changed it in the notebook where the new
one shows up properly but haven't closed the
notebook. After closing the notebook, the icon
will be saved to the desktop itself {lE, you can
always change your mindl),
You also see some samples of my code. Just
this morning I actually had about 15 different files
open from different sections; just before I got a

headache!
Hopefully be{ore the show time allowing, I may
be able to turn on some of the very nice new
WMAN color capabilities. Priority will be features
frrst, then tuning the image. But allthe hooks are

in there, ready to be toggled and tuned.
At this point, I do not know if anything will be
ready for sale at the QL USA Show but I am not
ruling it oul lust yet. Tons of stuf{ to do between
now and then, not to mention that pesky work
thing on the side. Please keep an eye on the
website for QDT
http://www.jdh-stech. com/QDT/qdt. html

It is getting exciting on my side folks. I see the
progress daily as more and more stuff is turned
on and implemented. Please keep an eye on the
QDT website and hopefully, many of you can be
at the show here in the USA and get your hands
on the new desktop.

Launchpad - A review
November 2003
Malcolm Cadrnan

The Launchpad suite
Launchpad is a piece of utility software wrilten
by Dilwyn Jones over the latter two years of
2001 to 2003. The version reviewed here is
v0.93, the first publicly released version, and was
obtained at the November 2003 Byfleet Show
The cost is [20. Launchpad is part of a suite of
programs that together are supplied on 2 floppy
discs, including the manuals in electronic form. A
2-page 'Quick Start Guide' is also provided in
printed form to get the user started quickly

Once copied onto backup discs, which is always
advisable, or to another source, e g, a Winl-
folder named 'LP', Lauchpad is started by 'ex

winl-LP-launchpad-obj'. This command can be
incorporated into a 'boot' file. With QPAC2 it can
also be assigned to a keyboard shorlcut, e g,
ALT+L

\fhat is Launchpad and what does
it do?
As the name implies Launchpad is a ulility which
allows the user to 'launch', that is start other
items of software in the QL Environment,
Together wilh this ability it provides a Graphical
User lnterface (GUl), which can be thought of as
a 'wrapper' around the ability to successfully ne-
gotiate the computer and its facilities
With Launchpad gone are the days of typing in

commands on the 'command line' of the BASIC
interpretor! Now using Launchpad, you can ope-
rate the QL lust like any other GUI equipped com-
puter e.g, a PC running M$ Windows.

The GUI is attractively presented as a simple
front screen in the Extended Pointer Environment.
Lauchpad needs the 'Wman' present, and the
other features of the PF, as it uses a mouse
pointer lo move around the screen, and both left
and right mouse clicks to operate the choices
that are available

ffiffiffi r-ffi-trm ffiffiffi
Eile tMd Utiiits nlgl Lh* l!F-'i 

" 
$ffiffi niq' Othss tueEg

tuitt

ffi

ffi

The 'Main' window on start-up has a white
background, with the options to select,
File, Launch, Utility, MyQL, Menu, Help - on the
top left of the window
Menul, Menu2, Menu3, Menu4 - on the top right
of the window.
The remainder of this screen window is initially
blank. Later this is where an 'icon' - a graphic
picture - together with a program title, can be
located.
ln the 'Quick Start Guide' the author encourages
the user to just initially experiment with the con-
tents of the pull-down menus from the oplions on
the top left of the window

Pull-down Menus
File - Add program, Create new directory Print
settings, Save settings, Users, Log-ofl Exil.
Launch - lnitially empty
Utility - Accessories, Clock, Command, Launch a
program, Lock Launchpad, Pick/Remove a pro-
gram, QPC, Launch DOS/Windows file
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utllltles

Sidewriter v-|.08
Landeape P finti ng (EPSON printeF)
lmageD v1.o3
3D obi@I generatot

Q-Help v1.06
&rperbasri? On-Sc€en he/p systen
Q-lndex v-|.05
f6wo td-to -to p ic li nd e r
ProForma ESC/P2 Drivers v1.04 for ProWeSs
Printer Driwt

\Me are proud to present our new websitesl
Starting September, we have separated our business in three
separate websites.

You oan find them at:

<htp:llwwurwapadventur6.com/> (Adventure Games)
<htp://ww*rwapservices.co.uk/> (General Site) and
<l{S:/Arww.rwapsoftware.co.uU> (Software)

Our old address: <hlto:ilhometown.aol.co.uk/HWAPSoftware/>
i$ of course still fu nctioning butwill be deprecated in the ftJture.

NqMMAffiDML"*'* -' -.- sqs@@w!
The wait is now overl Q-Word version 1 is finally avai lable!

Platforms:
OPC/OXL, O40iO60, Aurora (with SGG)

Prices:

E 10.00p

81O.O0p

810.0Op

I 5.00p

e 8.O0p

Appllcatlons

Flashback SE v2.03 (upgrade only)
Database
OL Cash Trader v3-7
AccNftinglFinarce
0L Payroll v3.5
kcNntinglFiwrce
QL Genealogist \t3.26
Gerealogy

Gemalogy for Windows
OL Gereabgist to Windows veBion upgrade

QL Cosmos v2.04
Ptaretarium
O-Houte \a.oo
Rute Findw

lJpgrade from vl.xx
Bftain mp vl.11
BIG Britain mp (needs zMb) f2.03
Varids Britain Area mps (sk tor detailsl
lreland mp v1.0o
Belgium map v1.01
Catalonia map v1.03

P-Word UK English Dictionary (500.000 words!)
Diciianary

e

f

5.00p

5.00p

5.00p

e 20.O0p

I 5O.OOp

t 25.OOp

t 5.00p

I25.O0p

t 5-O0p
t 2.00p
! 5.00p

ea. t 2.00p
r s.oop
t 2.0Op
e 2.00p
E 15.00p

All versions without P-Word
All vereions with P-Word

e20.O0p
S30.O0p

Notes:
O-Word DOESNOTrequire SMSQ/Ewilh GD2 suppoi-OR- SMSOE3Id! on
the Aurcm q Qx0 machires. Itworks onthe highesi@lour depth everywhere
rcgardles ot Operating Syslem.
The Aurora veFion is available on either HD or ED disk. For the latter add
tl.0o ts lhe prie. ED vercion is unmmprsed md can be run diredly tmm
the tloppy. All olhtr Floppy veFiffis are compressed. QPC/QXL vesion
mmson CD. Non CDverions DO NOW supportdigilal sourd on QPC2

Quantum Leap Sl Drives
Afrer many years of unavailability, here they are again! These are
high qualFy Mitsubishi oonstructed/lBM badged drives with full
warranty.
Unlike previously sold ED drives, these do not require
FLP_JIGGLE and have no problems frormatting 720K disks.
However forthe latter aswitch is included with the cable.

ED Bare unit {no cable}
ED Boxed unit (completewith cable/ PSU)
single unitcable {with swirch)
Dual unit Cable (withlwoswftches)

Lelsure

Return to Eden v3.08
Adwt*ure
Nemesis Mkll v2.03
Mwdure
The Prawn v2.o1
y'drenture

Horrorday v3.1
Mwnture
West v2.00
,drenture
The Lost Kingdom of Zkul v2.01
Adwnture

All 0 games above

D-Day Mkll v3.04
grategy lwar Simulat io n
Grey Wolf v1.08
cnph ic al &,bmartre Simu lation
War in the fast Mkll vl.24 (upgrade only)
gr ategy I lila t Si m u I at ia n
Open Golf v5.20
Sporfs Simuration
Ouizlt aster ll v2.07
Quiz
Stone Raider ll v2.00
Arcade Game

Hoverzone v1.2
Arcade Game

Death€vike vt.5
Arcade Game
Flightdeck vl.0
Flightgmlatiw

e 29.99p
t 98.99p
e 4.99p
€ s.Sgp

8't0,00p

€ 8.00p

e 8.00p

E 8.00p

E 5.00p

t 5.00p

t 25.00p

€ 10.00p

e 8.00p

€ 5.00p

e 8.O0p

€ 5.00p

€ 5.00p

e 5.00p

e 5.00p

e 10.00p

(More oplims available, srlac{ G for details. Also available Ggs quiltities
ot ED and DDdisks!)

firWindows
For Qlers that run Windows or with incompatible hardware ior
Talent Games, we now have re-released these adventures so that
they can run o. your Windows-equipped PC. No Emulator,
floppies, microdrive baekups etc. required. just a one-click install!
Of coursethefullQLline isstillavailablel {Seesidecolumn)

Talent Games br Windows ea e 1O.0Op
(Each Gare ircludes a runtire installation of QLAY2 W Jimmy Monlesims)

W€bsit6: http://w. ruap$roics-m.uk

We accept:

All 6 games above (Open Golt QuizMaster ll,Stone
Haider ll, Hoverzone, Dealhstrike and Flightdeck) E 28.00p

Itlotes on Softurarc rcqulremer*s
The lollowing programs have a ninimum SGC card requirement: P-Wffd,
Qword, Big Britain MAP forQ-Roule

35 Chantry Crott Kireley. Pontefraol, West Yorkshire. WFg 5JH, Unit€d Kingdom T6l: +r+4 1977 6i050S (From lha UK dial: O19Z 610609)

(For PayPal pleas€ add 4% lo the tolal price. Cheques in t s'terling made payable to F. Mellor)
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MyQL - 14 items with lcons Clock, Display Key-
board, Launchpad Mouse, Network, System,
Users RAM1-, D0S1-, DEV1- FLPl- WlNl-,
RAMl-
Menu - Menul, Menu2, Menu3, Menu4-Names of
these can be defined by the user
Help - Access to 17 Help files as -txt files.

From the above you begin to realise that there is
quite a lot to get to know about and use in

Launchpad.

Vlhere to begin?
Perhaps the easest options to explore first are -

Utility and My QL. Both give you access to other
features of either the software provided as a

suite with Launchpad, or features of the QL Fnvi-
ronment itself. (Many of the latter you may not
have found at all easy to access from the Com-
mand Line lnterpreter of a QL).
Although exploring what the Utility and My QL
menus offer is a diversion from the main purpose
of Launchpad - to launch software Yet, as an
introduction it to using Launchpad it serves lo
help confidence in the features of the suile as a
whole.

Launching progrdms
The main purpose of Launchpad is to provide the
user via a GUl, a more convenient access to
starting soltware than the Command Line lnter-
preter Launchpad is not a file handler as such,
like for example Windows Fxplorer Yet, as you
will discovetit has many features that can even
rival the sophistication of Explorer {l happen to
think that Explorer is an exceptionally well imple-
mented product of its type - you just use for its
job, which is the hallmark of good software).
With Launchpad, rather than typing in 'ex

winl-program-name', elc, to start a program (the
'old fashioned way!), you can now simply click on
an icon to launch that particular program A prac-
tice that is now common and familiar with most
modern computers employing a GUI to aid their
use.

At this stage there is one problem with Launch-
pad-you have to first of all define what software
you have access to on your syslem! lt does nol
automatically detect this for you when it starts up
- which is common on other systems. Of course,
this is a 'one-off' task to go through, As, once
defined, your 'desktop icons', and olher
preferences, are then saved for use in the future.

To aid first use 3 icons are provided - one for
ARCHIVE, a second for BASIC and a third for
QUILL. These examples demonstrate how the
Launchpad GUI works Howeve[ you will need to
check that they 'point' to where you actually
have the appropriate software located on your
system.

To define lhe correct 'path', move to ARCHIVE,
for example, and click the right mouse button.
This will bring up a sub-menu Move down to
ALTER, select and right click,

This brings up the LAUNCHPAD ITEM DEFINITION
FORM. Quite a daunting title t!), yet easy enough
to define, once you have had some practice

The key line to define is the 'Filename', as it is

this that sets the 'path' to actually locate the
software on your system. ll this is not correct for
your system, then you will need to re-define it.

Click into lhe box for 'Filename', and then right
click to bring up the FILE viewer Go through the
contents of your system to locale the correct
path. Using this method lets Launchpad detect
and write in the path name for you Once you
have defined the correct path, try launching the
program by clicking on the desktop icon.

After gaining confidence with ALTER, move on to
establishing a new program of your own This is

where the fun startsl
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From Ulility can be accessed, as expected, a
number of additional features - Calculator Calen-
dar Character map, Digital lnvaders game, Hex-
pawn game, PIC viewe[ Q-lians File handlet,

Screen Grabber Screen savel System Status
utility, Text file viewer
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From My QL the 14 items listed above can be
accessed with convenience and ease.
By now you will have realised that the suite of
Launchpad is very 'feature rich', whilst offering
ease of access and use to the QL Environment.
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Go to the File option, and click on 'Add new
program', This will bring up the LAUNCHPAD
ITEM DEFINITION FORM, previously mentioned.
Type the title of the program in the title box, and
press ENTER. ln the 'Filename'box, right click to
bring up the FILE viewer Use this to search for
the whereabouts of your program Left click on
the Directory, and the executable file. The path
will be written in for you!

Now add an icon for the program Move to the
icon box and right click. A wide selection of
pre-defined icons will appear - in fact 2 pages of
them! Carefully select an appropriate icon for the
software many are specifically designed to
correspond with well known QL soltware titles.
When complete, exit the FORM and try launching
the program.
lf you have done everything correcly it willlaunch
first time with easel lf not, then just try again until
you are familiar with doing this. Do not worry
about unwanted attempts, as they can be dele-
ted later by selecting DELETI,

For example, you can launch ARCHIVE from with-
in EXCHANGE'
Program name ARCHIVE Filename
Winl-Xchange*xchange Job name - xchange
will do the trick. The GUI will have ARCHIVI as
the item, but it will be launched from within
XCHANGT in use. Which is more convenient.
There is also a pre-defined icon available for
XCHANGE,
Of course, you can dispense with ARCHIVE and
QUILL as seperate items, and just have one item
called XCHANGE, with its icon.

Once you have mastered defining an item you
have mastered using the core of LAUNCHPAD as
a GUl. That is allthere is to it!You can now set up
definitions for all ol the key pieces of software
that are launched from'executable' files.

For mysell this process took around 2 hours to
complete the setting up of 40 programs with
icons. Many I found had a pre-defined icon availa-
ble, for others I use a 'near enough' icon, from
those provided as a generic type of icon

This is where I believe that the author could
consider providing a fully defined desktop, rather
than jusl 3 examples. The user would then only
have to ALTER the palh names to suit their own
system. This would make Launchpad look 'the

business'from the start, ralher than be greeted by
an almost empty main screen. The less 'expert'

user may be pul off by all the effort involved

Another benefit would be the correct assignment
of all of the pre-defined icons that are provided

{in itself at lot of work that the author is to be
complemented on). To give a 'standard' user
desktop. I found that when assigning an icon to a
program, I often 'missed' a pre-defined icon spe-
cific to a program The icon pages themselves
are very crowded to view in one go.

I believe lhal all users should, for consistency
use the same icon for a program. By so doing
we all become familiar with the new desktop ap-
pearance, and associated icon for standard
software. At present you can assign any icon to
any program, if you so desired. This wouldn't be
very sensible in practice of course! ln addition
you can create your own icons, especially for
example to go with your own programs Al-
though, al present there is no icon creator
provided in the Launchpad suite

At this siage, when you have defined the paths
for your programs and assigned the icons to the
programs, you have Launchpad working as a

GUl. Now iust use it! Forget all that typing! For
myself, I now use Launchpad as my preferred
access to the QL environment A GUI is so rnuch
more convenient.

Other features
The FILE menu allows for the creation of direc-
tories, as well as assigning different users for the
system {up to 16 users). Each can define their
own desktop environment. A user can also have
a password to protect access to their environ-
ment This allows for multiple users, e,g, for a fa-
mily. 0r a single user can define several individual
profiles for themself

The LAUNCH menu allows QUICKLAUNCH by
having directories for different program grou-
pings I have defined' Graphics, Editors, Games
Then, from within these headings a number of
specific programs can be accessed.

The UTILITY menu has a feature to launch a

DOS/WINDOWS program via QPC. I use this to
start Windows Explorer So, a QL desktop is now
being used to control a Windows program - a

nice reversal of fortune!
Within UTILITY - Accessories, are two very inter-
esting features of the suite. The first is a screen
saver which allows a number of pre-de{ined
screen savers to be selected. This is an
independent program-LPsaver With QPC, these
screen savers work separately of any Windows
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screen saver Which is interesting when QPC is
used as a window in Windows!
The second is QTRANS, which is a file handling
facility. Again lhis is a separale program. Which is
a very powerful and useful file handler which in

itself can also be used to launch programs. I think
that this is a very good implemenlation. lt makes
finding, copying, moving, renamimg, etc, quite
painless, as it uses a novel two screen side by
side approach - source and destination {which is

reversible). Thrs very powerful feature is some
what well buried within the depths of the Launch-
pad surte. Even though it is called in to action
from some of the MyQt- options.
I think that the author should give this more
prominence, lt should always be available from
the desktop - with its own icon. This is the key to
making Launchpad more than a program
launchel and more into a universal file handler -

like Windows Explorer and the like.

QTRANS has been made available separaleiy by
the author over the last year I am somewhat
surprised that such a gem it is so hidden within
Launchpad. As the QTRANS utility is in itself so
'feature rich'.
As already mentioned, from within Launchpad
QTRANS is used to look at installed devices like
floppy disks, hard drives, etc. This is accessed
via the MyQL menu. Thus it is at its core. Yet it
could be made even more intrinsic in overall
operation. For example the installed devices
could have their icons permanently available on
the main desktop, rather than being hidden within
the MyQL menu. The latter name'MyQL'lam not
that fond of, I would prefer the menu to be called
'System'.

Would it be possible to 'drag and drop' a file or
folder onto a device icon in future versions of
Launchpad? This would exlend the GUI feel and
operation. The 'drag and drop' feature is well
implenled for copying or moving defined desktop
icons, I lound this feature very useful to first of all

define all the program icons in the Programs
menu - maximum 40 items. Then copy and move
to the other menus available, all done by 'drag

and drop'. tssentially the Launchpad desktop has
an 'invisible'grid of 40 slots, which is presurnably
mapped as a matrix by the software.

I expect that the QDT {QL Desktop) being con-
currenlly developed by Tim Hunkins, will go much
further than Launchpad in being a complete GUI

desktop. Yet it is interesting how far the author
has been able to take Launchpad as an initially
simple GUI program launcher Together will all the

other associated programs in the suite it makes a
significant contribution to making lhe QL Environ-
menl easy to use and readily accessible.

I believe that this is something that we have all

missed out on for a long time. Not having a GUI
has'lost'many QL users to other systems. Parti-
cularly the less 'expert' users. Hopefully this ex-
cellent suite will encourage greater use of the
QL, and even 'win' {a pun on 'Winl-') some old
users back, as well as new users. lt brings the
use of the QL up to date.

A significant bonus ol a GUI is that programs are
much easier to find, as they are 'visible' as an
icon. From lhe command line they are usually
buried within folders. Launchpad, therefore,
makes for better use of existing software, as
everything is now readily available.

Other fealures
A further feature of Launchpad is that up to 4
screens of menus can be defined - initially these
are called Menu 1 to 4 I have renamed them as
Programs, Source, Utilities, Games. Which helps in

organsing access to specialist programs.

A CD-ROM with the free demo version of QPC,
linked with a demo version of Launchpad would
be a good advert for the new QL Environment
that is starting to take shape All making it easy
to use Exciting and interesting times ahead!

Ol course, whal we also need is new good
quality software applications, as well as known
programs being updated to use all of the latest
features. Talented programmers take notel

Overall, my view of Launchpad is that it is an
excellent contribution for all QL users to have
available. At this stage of development - version
0.93 - it is already a well featured and sophistica-
ted suite, that fulfills a basic simple purpose very
well. lt also contributes significantly to making the
QL more enioyable to use.
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Launchpad offers exlensive Help menus
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TURBO Revisited
David Denham

It's a bit old, it's had its critics but it still comes in

useful from time to time. l'm talking of course not
about the QL Today editor {!} but about the Turbo
Compiler
ll's been around since the early days of the QL
back in the i980s. Turbo was the second of the
SuperBASlC compilers released by Digital Preci-
sion Limiled (the lirst was Supercharge). The Tur-

bo Compiler is mainly the work of one Simon N.

Goodwin originally with a team including people
like Freddy Vachha (MD of Digital Precision), Chas
Dillon, Dave Newell and Gerry Jackson Fairly

recently, Turbo was made freeware, meaning you

can copy and obtain copies of it for free, and it
has come under the wings of George Gwilt, an
experienced QL programmer whose work in-

cludes the Gwass and Gwass Lite (Gwasl) as-
sembler programs often referred to by Norman
Dunbar is his assembler series.

!/hy use a BASIC compiler?
A SuperBASlC compiler takes a BASIC program
and converts it into an executable program - one
you can EXEC. Usually this results in a faster run-
ning program, sometimes a smaller program, a
program where the user does not have to know
or see the SuperBASlC source file and the pro-
gram is often more secure, since the programmer

can take advantage of enhanced error trapping
available in compiled programs. Compiled tasks
often fix bugs in the older versions of BASIC
such as on version JM or JS ROMs, and ensure
that a program runs consistently across all ROM
versions where certain commands may not have
worked fully or at all in early ROM versions.
A compiled program does not have to be inter-
preted when you execute it, so it will usually run
faster than the origrnal program. Turbo seeks to
converl the BASIC program into equivalent ma-
chine code. There are lwo types of compiler -

those that compile into an Intermediate code {e.g.
Q-Liberator compiler) and those that seek to con-
vert into machine code {or as close as possible).

This created a large amount of discussion in the
early days as to which was the best compiler for
a QL user but in truth the answer was that both
had features which may have made them more
suitable, depending on what you sought to do.

Turbo always had the edge on speed, but tended
to be stricter with syntax issues and had slightly
different rules with passing parameters by refe-
rence to and from procedures and functions, and

of course Q-Liberator was always prelerred by
those who sought to compile programs making
use of the pointer environment.

These days, the arguments tend to be less dis-
trnct. Faster Ql-compatible systems tend to mean
that the speed argument is less important. Turbo

is free and still maintained with new releases
appearing from time to time. Q-Liberator is still a
commercial program though not actively main-
tained any more, though still surprisingly up to
date and compatible with modern systems.

I have long been a fan of both compilers and
thought it might be time for a new look at Turbo

since it's now available free and offers a lot of
new and updated facilties.
Turbo was always offered with a small toolkit o{
useful extensions to BASIC, some of which were
Turbo-specific. This included error-trapped INPUT

functions for example. More recently Turbo Tool-

kit has been updated by David Gilham and
George Gwilt

This article is based on the following versions of
Turbo Compiler and Turbo Toolktt,

Turbo Compiier {parser) version 4 20
Turbo Toolkit version 3.34

'Where do I get Turbo from?
Turbo Compiler and Toolkit can be obtained from
most QL PD libraries and from several website.
The primary source is John Sadler's Scottish QL
User Group websile:
http://www.ims 1 .supanet.com

Click on the SQLUG logo and follow the on-
screen prompts in your browser to get to the
George Gwilt and Turbo programs page.

lf you do not have internet access, get Turbo

Compiler and Toolkit on disk Gt01 from Dilwyn
Jones's PD library service. The manuals for
Turbo are also freely available from both sources
(on disk GE02 from the PD library service). You

can even get the sources for Turbo if you are
interested in compiler design, though these are
not requrred for general use.
It is well worth getting the new manuals even if
you have the old bright red paper Digital Preci-
sion manual, as people like Timothy Swenson
have put a lot of effort into updating them.

It can be worthwhile getting the 'Associated Pro-
grams', a set of utility programs not essential to
use of lfurbo, but quite useful nonetheless
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How do I set up Turbo?
lf you downloaded the Turbo packages from
John Sadler's website it will be a zipped archive
You should unzip these with a QL version of the
Unzip program. Do not try to unzip it on a PC or
other computer system as the likelihood is that
the dataspace and executable flags of the QL
jobs would be lost and they would not work as a
result.

Once you have unzipped the packages, you'll

have the following files.

Turbo:
PARSER TASK' 

li:'r'; 
tn:rt'"?'nsJ,l: -Tf;:

original (source) SuperBASlC
programs.

coDEGtN-rqsK 
l?i:.,f r,:f3i,. ?nT-liHl
compiled program.

T*C0NF|G*DAIA- together with T-CON
FIG-LOAD set standard
Con{ig blocks in programs.

UTILITY-TASK- hts you configure the Turbo
Ioolkit, etc.

CHANGES-TXT - A text file listing details of
recent updates to Turbo

Turbo Toolkit:
TURBO-TK-CODE - the full Turbo Toolkit, for

general use
TURBO-SMS-CODE - a slightly smaller version

of Turbo Toolkit for SMSQ/E
USCTS,

TURBO-REM-CODE - a subset of Turbo for in-

clusion in compiled programs
TURBOBASE-ASM - source code assembler file

for the toolkit

Turbo Manuals:
TURBOTOC-TXT- Table of contents for the

manual.
TURBOSI*TXT to
TURBOS4-TXT- The Turbo compiler manual,

in 4 sections
UTILITY-TXT- Manual for Utility Task

T-CONFIG-TXT- Manual for T-CONFIG-DATA
and T*CONFIG-LOAD

TASCOM-TXT- Manual for Task Commander
a utility to help turn a com-
piled program into a BASIC
extension {i.e. a file you can
LRESPR ralher than EXEC)

TURBODEM-TXT - Describes the contents of

the Turbo Toolkit demonstra-
tion files supplied with the
'Associated Programs')

Additionally, these reference documents are there
but you shouldn't really need these at first.
TURBOREF-TXT- Reference file Lists error

r,.;:,li,?''']fi 113f; . J:f;91
order

LINKLOAD-TXT- Examples on how to use
LINK_LOAD

INTFILE-TXT- Simon Goodwin's explana-
tions of the intermediate
code produced by the parser
for the code generator:

TURBOREP-TXT- An article by Simon Goodwin
about Turbo's design,

Associaled Programs:
TASCOM - Task Commander turns an

executable program into a

SuperBASlC keyword.
DATASPACE-TASK - A program to change the

dataspace of a task.
LIBRARY-MANAGER - A program to extracl

routines from..,

TURBO-TK-DEMOS - ,.this set of useful dernon-
stration procedures and func-
tions.

MAKE-MODULES-a utility to split a SuperBASlC
program into smaller mo-
dules.

Unzip all the files you think you'll need and put
them all on a floppy disk or in a subdirectory on
your hard disk. lf you intend to use Turbo Toolkit,
you'll need 1o RESPR or LRESPR it,

TRESPR FLPI-TURBO-TK-CODE

There are three different versions of Turbo
Toolkit trbo-TK-Code is a safe bet in that it will
work on all systems Turbo-SMS-Code will only
work on SMSQ/E systems, but is slightly smaller

tif you are using SMSQ/F you should use
Turbo-SMS-Code as it handles some features of
SMSQIE probably not calered for by the 'vanilla'

Turbo-TK-Code). The third version,
Turbo-REM-code, is something new for more
recent versions of Turbo where you can build the
toolkit into a compiled program (rather like the
$$asmb facility in Q-Liberator)rather than have to
LRESPR it before you can use the program. -lb

see how to use the 'include' or 'attach' facility
you have to look in the CHANGES-TXT file to
see how to use the directive REMark %0/o facility,
REMark /,%< filenante>, a, b
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tAUI{CHPAI)
A New Graphical Interface For The QL

An all-new graphical user interface for QDOS
or SMSQ/E from Dilwyn Jones. Fed up of

typing in EXEC 'filename'? With this pointer
driven application, simply set up desktop

icons to launch progr€rms, or create menus or
"lists" of programs to launch, all in a simple

to use no-nonsense graphical "point and
click" system - use with mouse or keyboard.

Runs on anything from expanded memory QL
to QPC2 or Q60, as long as you have pointer

environment and Toolkit 2r Set up icons for launching your programs with
a single mouse click from one of four desldop
surfaces

r Set up yourown program launchingmenu
. Up to 16 users, all with optional passwords
. MyQL menu to customise and remember your

QL settings for each user
o Runs as a simplejob, does not prevent you

using BASIC or anything else
. Several accessory programs (calculator,

calendar, screen saver, file handler, games and
so on)

r Revolutionise your QL system - you'll
wonder how you managed without it!
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THE W CD-ROMs ARE STILL AVAIL,4BLE...

QL Emulators CD f5.00 - QL Documentation CD €5.00 - QL PD-CDR f5.00
QL PD Library CD f 10.00 - QL Religion CD ft0.00 - QL Literature CD 910.00

Line Design Clipart CD t10.00 - Famous Faces Clipart CD for Line Design f 10.00

PD Software Library catalogue available on my website http:/Aromepages.tesco.neVdilwynjones/index.html

Want To Know More?
Visit the Launchpad web page at:

h@ : //homepages. tesco.net/dilwyn j ones/launchpad/launchpad.html
from where you can download a &ee trial version, limited only by the number of programs

you can set up to run on it - more than enough to try out Launchpad.

Launchpad is available @rice f,20.00) from either the author:

Dilwyn Jones,4l Bro Emrys, Tal-y-bont, Bangor, Gwynedd, LL57 3YT, U.K.

email: dilwynjones@tesco.net Payrnent in Pounds Sterling only

or from:

Q-CELT COMPUTING,
The Falconry, Glenmacnass, Glendalough, Co. Wicklow, Ireland

email: darrenb@esatlink.com (Payment in Pounds Sterling or Euros)
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The filename indicated by ,filenams, {in this case
Turbo*Rem-Code) is included and two parame-

tersaandbspecify,
a is the olfset to the initialisation code in the file,

or 0 if there is no initialisation routine.
b the offset to the definitions table wilhin the

file included.

The R[Mark llooh line can be anywhere in the
SuperBASlC program. This is a fairly advanced
facility and you do not have to know about this
just yet.

Turbo-Rem-Code is a special version of the
Turbo Toolkil designed for inclusion in the
compiled program, and it uses the dnective
REMark %f'tLpl-turbo-renl-code, 6, 10

Once you've loaded the Turbo Toolkit, load your

SuperBASlC program and list or edit a few lines
to ensure it's the right program and ready to be
compiled.

Now ensure that the PROG-USE default is
pointing to the disk drive or sub-directory
containing PARSER*T{SK and CODEGEN-TASK
programs. lf it's pointing somewhere else, the
CHARGE command used to start the compiler
will not find the compiler files! So, assuming the
compiler is on FLPI- the command PROG-USE
FLPI- will make Turbo ready to start compiling.
Now enter the command CHARGE and the
compiler's "front panel" settings display should
appear - see figure 1

lf for some reason ihe CHARGE command does
not work, you can also start the compiler with an

EXEC-W or EW command,

EI,I PARSER-TASK:EW C0DEGEN-TASK

which is essentially what the CHARGF command
does.

This front panel lets you set all sorts of options
for the compilation process. The top line is an

information display, showing you how far it's got,
and whether any errors have been detected or
not.

On the third line down, the first box lets you
choose between FREEFORM and STRUCTURED.
This alters the level of checking for programs
which are correctly structured or not. To activate
these options, use the cursor arrow keys to
move the black highlighter to the box required
and press the SPACE bar to toggle the options
available. The next box chooses whether to use
16-bit code or not. lf the compiled program is

likely to be fairly short (less than 64kilobytes
long) Turbo will try to use 16-bit code lo generate
a slightly smaller and faster program

The next options lets you choose whether or not
to include line numbers in the compiled program.
This has a bearing on the length of the compiled
program, but ol course makes it harder to debug
faulty programs, because error messages cannol
tell you the line number at which the error oc-
curred. The next option lets you choose bet-
ween BRIEF FAST and REMs options, and finally
on this line the rightmost box selects how many
windows are to be copied from BASIC to the
compiled program - how many open windows it

starts with,

The fourth line down lets you specify the file-
name of the compiled program. There is a default
here of RAMI-TEST*TASK when you first run it,

you can change this if you wish (like all the de-
fault settings) by using lhe standard Config or
MenuConfig programs to configure the default
settings buili into the PARSER-TASK. There is no
configuration block in the CODEGEN-TASK or
Turbo lbolkit files though.

The fifth line down lets you specify the Object
Dala {the dataspace of the compiled program,
which defaults to a mere 2 kilobytes) in the left
hand box {this can be changed later by running a
program called DATASPACE-TASK if you do not
enter the best value while compiling), while the
right hand box on this line lets you specify how
much memory is to be allowed for the Turbo
compiler buffer which has a bearing on the
speed of compilation. Modern QL systems have
plenty of memory, so there is no need to skimp
here.

A compilation report can be sent to a file by
entering a filename into the Report box. This will
help you if errors are generated, as you can

Figurel.gif 'The Turbo Compiler Front Panel
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load it into an editor or print it out rather than
have lo view and remember the details as it flies
by on the screen if not sent to a file. The TASK
name box on ihe same line lets you specify a

lask name for the comprled program - this is the
name you see for a program when you issue a

JOBS command to get a list of programs running.

The bottom line lets you set string options for
compilation of programs with local strings etc {a

fairly complex subject, see the manual), whether
or not a listing is generated and whether the
audio beeps issued by the compiler are turned
off or on {silent compilation).

The bottom left of the program is the Quit option
Normally it will display the MANUAL option {i.e.
you are setting compilation options manually), but
if you press SPACE it will change to Quit Now,

which leis you quit from the compiler when you
press ENTER. lf you wish to finish at the front
panel and tell the compiler to start cornpiling,
move the black highlighter up to the C0MPILE
box on the fifth line down and press the SPACE

bar: Compiling begins and will take some time
depending on the length of the program. lf seri-
ous errors occu[ there will be a message and the
parser will stop, otherwise it fires up the code
generator to begin writing out the compiled task.
All being well, there'll be no errors and you'll have
a nicely cornpiled program you should be able to
EXEC when ready. Remember of course that if
you generated a program on a ramdisk you'll

need to save it to disk before you lose it when
you switch off or reset your QLI Compiling to a
ramdisk can be much faster than compiling to
floppy disk, especially while test compiling

There are some further options available with the
CHARGT command, which help automate the
compilation process lo some degree'

CHARGE 'filename' will give the filename
specified to the compiled program,

CHARGE \ {i.e, a backslash after the CHARGE
command) will automatically compile the program
by using the configured default settings and
skipping past the front panel stage. Useful il you
wish to quickly produce an ad-hoc test
compilation for your own use without being too
bothered about the settings.

Just to make life more complex {easier once you
get used to them, especially when compiling
more complex programs) there are a number of
compiler directives {compiler-specific} commands

you can add to your BASIC program to control
the oplions you sel via the 'front panel' system.
For example, the command TURBO*model I will
force the compiler to create a program as if you
had specified the',64K"option in the front panel.

TURBO-obidat '50' would assign a dataspace
value of 50KB to the compiled program. lf you
are developing several fairly complex programs,
you can include these directives in your pro-
grams to ensure consistency each time the pro-
gram is changed and recompiled and they can
be a great time saver

How compatible is the Turbo Com-
piler?
The answer to that is fairly cornplex You need to
read the extensive documentation files supplied
for the compiler to find exactly what it will and
what il won't compile For general use, a few sim-
ple guidelines are all you'll need and you'll ma-
nage lo compile most small programs without
problem.

For more complex programs, you'll need to read
the manuals in more detail, but you quickly get
used to it. The rnain things for me were the error
trapping facilities {Turbo has its own
WHEN-ERROR 1 and WHEN-ERROR 2 error
trapping systems as opposed to the Super-
BASIC/SBASIC WHIN ERRor command), lhe use
of parameter passing by reference {change the
value of a parameter in a BASIC procedure or
function definition and the changed value is not
necessarily passed back to the calling line of
BASIC unless you precede the definition with a

REFERENCE command and a list of parameters),

and the need to be careful with use of dimen-
sioned strings as the rules can be a little different
to ordinary BASIC strings.

Several changes to the compiler have been
made since SMSQ/I became more widely used.
The behaviour of the windows is much improved
when pointer environment is present, for exam-
ple

George Gwilt has produced some add-on pro-
grams and utilities for use wilh llrbo. The most
remarkable of these is TurboPTR, a well thought
out utility to let you write and compile pointer
driven programs using the Turbo Compiler lt can
be compared in some ways to systems such as
Tony Tebby's QPTR toolkit, but TurboPTR is

specifically geared up for the Turbo Compiler
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Qt Keyboard Membranes

Available
s, L7.50

UTILITIES
FiFi 2 f 21.0A

QSup € 30.00

QSpread 2003 € 51.00
Cueshell 2 € 15.00

Qload/Qref e 15.00
DiskMate5 €16.50
QPAC 1 f.22.0A
QPAC 2 f" 42.04

QTYP 2 € 31.OO

QLQ € 3O.OO

Now !

ea + P&P

PROGRAMMINC
QD 2003 € 4e.00

QD+QBasic €63.00
QD + Qliberator * QBasic € 104.00

Qliberator f 50.00
Master Spy v 3.3 € 30.00

QPTR € 32.00
Easyptr pt 1 & 2 (together)f 30.00
Easyptr pt 3 (C library) € 14.00

QMake € 18.00

QMon /JMon L22.OA
Basic Linker E 22.A0
DtsA 3 € 34.00

QMenu t 16.00

Text 87
E 79.00

Typset 94 829.04
Fountext 94 € 39.00
2488 drivers € 29.

Epson ESC/P2 driver
e 26.00

Text 87
High Color.r

Patch
Available Now

[9.00

Spring Surprise
Spring is upon us and we have a bit a news for those of you waiting for
the Tbxt 87 patch for te Aurora and Q40. This is now available so contact
us i{ you want one. We have a small amount of second user Qt hardware

for sale at the time od going to press. Agaia, call for details.
If you are interested in an improved Qubide there may be a new version
available shortly. I hope to have more news of this in the next volume.

Don t forget to renew your subscriptions to the magazine quicldy so we do
not have to send reminders.

I hope to see you at a show soon.

Available Nor,i'!
High Colour Drivers

&25.00 {Aurora

for Gold I Super Gold Card SMSQIE
only - Send ,old master disk as proof of purchase)

These programs have been
updated for the new

drivers:
QMake
Wined
FiFi II

QPAC 1

QPAC 2
QSUP

|ust send $1.60 to cover
postage and copying.

{Please include old master
disk )

These Programs are paid

QSpread 2001 to 2003
Qn 98 to 2003
QPC2
update from v3;x
update from v2
update from vL

Return Master Disk

g 10.50
I 10.50

Free
s 13.90s 34.00

With Order
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Tz1 +4.4 (q n73-386t)30 fax +44 (0) t273-$A501
Xobile +44 (0) 783(t-745501

h.demon.co.uk $eb : lrltn://shl{.qbrancl r.dcn ron.co.uk

20 LOCKS HILL, PORTSIADE,

E. SUSSEX. BN41 2LB. UK.

Hardware
Second user items are are sometimes available

from us.
Call for details.

Q>C, II $ 4o.oo*
Recycled superHermes e 65.00 *

R'rycld SuperGold Card € 1 10.00 *

Recycled Cold Card E 45.00 "
Rerycled Aurora

Qubide
Qplane

[ 65.00*
f 45.00*
E s.00

Aurora cables f 3.00
Aurora rom adaptor € 3.00
'Arfa Braquet' E 8.00
'Son of Braquet' € 18.00
The 'Braquet' € 16.00
MC plate E 6.50
* when available.

Call for details

Post

r
ursfr lil

Qubide upgrades to version 2.01 t 8.00

and Packing is included with Software Prices
Unless Otherwise Stated.

We can accept payment by Visa, Mastercard and Switch. We also accept
eheques drawn on a UK Bank in Sterling.

You can also pay directly into our bank in Euras.
Barclays Bank Acc# 79016888 sort code :20-71-A2 Name :QBranch)

ProWesS
ProWesS (now free !)

DATAdesign

Fontutils

File Search

PFlist

Dilwyn's Fontpack

LINEdesign v 2.16
PWfile

e 1.60

€ 20.00

[ 28.00

e 11.00

[ 11.00

L LAII
r11rtnL LL.VW

E 17.5A

Paragraph
The ProWesS word processor

Demo version € 1.50 * postage

FulI Registered version g 18.00

Cold Card /Atari/ QXL Version
Version 3.04 out now!

SMSryE Aurora High Colour
version available now

upgrade L 27.00Now only E 32.00
QPC 2 v3.11 - full colour version!

Special offer I

Getcuesherr 
3J,i.. 

^l;Xl#ln 

*tcopvorSMSQ/t Now only € 65.00

Q Branch Programs
The Knight Safe 3

upgrades from previous versions

Q - Count
Pointer driven home accounti

€ 35.00
f 5.00

€ 25.00

Q - Route vl.08C e 25.00
Route finding programme

The Fractal Collection f 35.00
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The Turbo-config or T-Config utility lets you in-

clude configuration blocks for use with Turbo
compiled programs.

The'Associated Programs' are updated versions
of programs included with the original Turbo

Compilet updated to either work better on re-

cent syslems or to take advantage of enhanced
facilities avaihbb on more recent QL systems.

Summary
The compiler and toolkit have had a major facelift
in recent times and it is well worth getting hold of
a copy. lf your only experience of llrbo has
been with older versions from the first decade of
the QL, or merely reading about the Digital
Precision versions, get hold of a copy and try it

out. lt is a fairly complex package and of course
lhe sheer amount of documentation may well put
a few people off learning to use it.

A number of new commands and variations on
existing commands have been added to Turbo-lbolkit and Turbo Compiler in recent years,

especially in areas useful to SMSQ/I and GD2
users, this alone makes it well worth updating to
the currenl versions.

There is much much more to Turbo than can be
covered in a short article like this I hope this
article will help to get you started with it and
encourage you to use the Turbo toolkit and
compiler after all lhe work put in by people like
George Gwilt and David Gilham to bring the
Turbo system up to date.

SMSQ/E Versions
Dilwyn Jones

SMSQIE as an operating system for the QL and
compatibles has been around for a few years
now, and been through many different versions
during that time. lt is now beyond version 3
{version 3.05 at the time of writing} and is current-
ly being updated mainly by Marcel Kilgus {author
of QPC) with others contributing code and mo-
dules, with Wolfgang Lenerz in France acting as a
registral tying it all together co ordinating matters
generally and collating all the source files and so
on. Probably a thankless job l'm sure, as SMSQ/E
developers have to cope with versions of
SMSQ/I to run on Atari computers, QL systems,

QXL cards, Q40 and Q60 computers, not to
mention the QPC emulator!

You can also check the latest version of SMSQ/I
at Wolfgang Lenerz's website. The address is,

The sources for SMSQ/F are also available here
for software developers interested in contributing
to the development and advancement of the
operating system.

The documents on the website are qutte long and
go further back {actually to version 2.0 of
SMSQ/E) than the length ot this article allows.

For those who do not have inlernet access, I

thought I'd summarise the main changes to recent
versions here, so that if you are already an

SMSQ/E user you can look at what's changed
recently and decide whether it's worth updating
your copy or nol.

Some ol the changes have the initials of the main
author of that change after the details of the
change,
MK-Marcel Kilgus
JG - Jerome Grimbert
WL - Wolfgang Lenerz
FD - Fabrizio Diversi
PW- Per Witte

Significanl steps in the development of SMSQ/E
which have stuck in my mind have included the
implementation of event handling facilities in v2.71,
introduction of the Euro currency symbol (v2.91),

the first Q40 version (v2.92), the GD2 'colour

drivers'introduced on Q40 at v2.94, GD2 on Atari
STTT at v2.96 and generally documented and
implemented on QPC at v2.98. From v3 00 the
new window manager has been introduced and
further developed, as well as the support for
256-colour (8-bit) screen support on QPC and
Aurora/Gold Card-known as Mode 16.

http://www.scppaulet{enerz.com/smsqe
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SMSQ/E Version 2.90
ln-line selects can have an explicil end select.
ln-line defines can have an explicit end define

{v2 Be}

Thing use does not smash D3 before TH-USE
call {V2.89i.
Dragging the dursor with wake speed 0 does
not lock up.

Atari wart lor HDD ready abandoned {test cmd
crashes some disks)

SMSQ/E Version 2.91
Assign to slice of string array repaired

{damaged in 2.89}.

Selective suppression of active keystrokes
[uro symbol added to fount.

SMSQiE Version 2.92
First Q40 version.
Revised pointer scheduler routine.

SMSQiE Version 2.93
Q40 border width truncated to byte.
Q40 stipples l and 3 reversed V2.92
Q40 changes for floppy disk driver carried into
other versions.
DV3 length check on direct sector read / write
Events not thrown away by calls to WM.RPTR
within WM.RTPR teg WM.CHWIN)
PIPE open channel lD xxxx0004 not confused
with directory {l hope)

SMSQ/E Version 2.94
First extended colour version
Hit not thrown away by certain button event
routines {QPAC2)
- bug introduced in V2.93 when trying to fix
Job events,
FP FOR loop rounding corrected for end point
,= 256 x step.
IDE drives format fixes for spurious bad
sectors.
IDE drive limited to . 4 Gbyte ('4G requires new
formal).
Writethrough cache disable code reordered.
Q40 MMU set up for Qliberator
lDt and PC floppy disk timeouls measured
during init.

Select on expression compiler bug fixed.

SMSQ/E Version 2.95
Length of negative integer to string conversion
fixedl!!

GD2 - Spurious D0 return from pan/scroll by
zero fixed.

GDz - Pan with stippled paper fixed for
extended colours.
Another lob / pointer eveni fix fix.
SSSS free queue length corrected.
a Q40 translation for instructions , 16 MB

corrected / removed
b Q40 DISP-S|ZI checks , 512x256 not ,=
5t2x256 for large screen Q40 More
rigourous initialisation {does not assume reset}

c Q40 DISP-SIZF size check not lost on QL ='
16 bit change Q40 sms.dmod
sets d2 = 0 Q40 ROM reset vector restored
Q40 transparent translation set for ROM'4Gb
drive truncation corrected
When reforrnatting a partition that has
changed size and the new format has fewer
allocation sectors and the new number of
allocation sectors is odd, the free space linked
list is now correctly terminated.
e Q40160 FPU/MMU detection correcled
Q40 COM interrupts not masked on Q40
molherboardl
Q40 LPT interrupts masked in MultilOchip and
interrupt scanner
Q40 Machine/Processor transferred to system
variables.

Q40 serial mouse re-enabled after mouse
buffer full

Q40/QXL lnsert key coded as Shift Space

{was CTRL F6}.

GD2 modified to set $18063!

SMSQ/E Version 2.96
First Atari ST/TT GD2 version.
Length of negative integer to string conversion
fixed again.
Consolidated Q40 V2.95 test versions a to e.

Atari select drive ll2 for stopping drive
corrected {error since 2.93).

Single sided formatting restored.
Atari disk change density detection timout
increased.
Keypad ENTER creates DO event on allexten-
ded keyboards

SMSQ/E Version 2.97
IBM keyboard / keypad / keyrow / tables up-
dated.
Atari diskette lormat density selection correc-
ted {bug since 2.93).

Gold Card Test version

SMSQ/E Version 2.98
Q40 (and other SPP common drivers) channel
name for ser H/l corrected.
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Q40 ... SER-FLOW corrected Push
unnormalised FP corrected.
Revised init - soft RESET / hard keyboard
RESET for all versions

SMSQ/E Version 2.99
RND no longer returns invalid floating poinl for
RND=0.
43 addressing problems in pointer open rou-
tine fixed.
d Fixed free/total sector info of STAT and DIR

for large drives (MK).

Re-implemented sms.frtp the way it was sup-
posed to be (MK).

Changed FREE-MEM SBASIC function to use
sms.frtp {MK)
Background colour now drawn on-the-fly in-

stead of consuming memory {MK)
Changed RAM disc for fast memory use {MK).
e QPC implemented'fast' memory {MK}
f EXTRAS command changed to show all

SBASIC commands no matter where their
code is located (MK).

x,yz better handling of shadows in high colour
mode {MK).
'Fast memory'also on QxO {MK).
Italian language support (FD).

No more MOVEP for QxO {FD).

SMSQ/E Version 3.00
Fixed bug in screen driver that could crash the
machine in low memory situations {MK}.
Added many sprite modes (mode 64, mode
32t33 etc.) {MK & JG)

Added support for large sprites (MK).

New high colour WMAN with lots of new
features {MK & WL).

New sprite formats with alpha blending & RLE

compression {MK).
Better handling of hard disks for Q40 UG).
Better handling of system sprites, many more
system sprites introduced {MK}.
WMAN colour palettes introduced & config
block for them (MK).

New keywords FEX etc (PW & MK).

Default keyboard may be different from default
message languages {WL).
Sprites may be drawn differently depending on
item status IWL + MK)

New con/ptr vectors concept introduced {MK).
Better handling of background colours {MK}.
Basic procs 0K even if a LARGT number of
parameters are passed to them (MK).

Bugfixes for some E[ traps, keep Al as per
documentation {WL).

QxO caches on at startup (FD).

B bit Aurora GD2 screen driver also introduced
in QPC {MK)
Screen aspect ratio for graphics functions now
a CON variable {MK}.
Hotkey system configurable again like stand-
alone version {MK)

SMSQ/E Version 3.01
More system sprites (MK).

New window move routines & Config block

{WL + MK}.

Fixed bug for stippled borders in WMAN {WL},
More con vectors {WL).
Bugfix for oblect drawing & wman rptr routines

{wL & MK)

Fixed wallpaper on display change, broken in
2d9e (MK)

Bugfix for move routine in mode 4 (WL)

SMSQ/E Version 3.02
[xlended revamp for mode 16 {Gold Cardl
Aurora) (MK)

Eugfix for rchp' Doesn't break free space list if
block was already free {MK)

SMSQ/E Version 3.03
WM-BLOCK prodecure fixed {GG & MK)
Some bugfixes for SER PAR PRT ports (MK)

PRT-USE$ used wrong offset-fixed {WL).
Cursor move if one-line wdw fixed {delete stilla
problem) and added......configurable key to
enter line into stufler buffer (WL),

PARNAM$ and PARSTR$ fixed (WL)

EXTRAS lists all keywords, not only those it
thinks are nol in ROM {MK).
new Cachemode module for the QxO (FD,

based on code donated by Mark Swift),
Extended colour border call with 0 border bug
fixed (MK).

{Super) Goldcard initilisation problem fixed {MK}.
Left & right shift keys are handled separately

IMK)
Mode screen aspect ratio is variable {MK).

SMSQ/E Version 3.04
Fixed pointer save on new move operation
(WL)

SMSQ/E Version 3.05
Corrected QL mode B sprrte cache handling

IJG)
Rptr distinguishes better between loose items
& appsub menu items {WL).
Spp open clears CD inactive count (MK)

Better 3d border handling (MK)
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MENU Version 8 - still not
there
Jochen ltlerz

Some time has passed since I released version 7

of MENU-rext. Some work has been done since
then, but MENU has not reached a stage where it
deserved a version number jump to V8.

However with the release of QSpread 2001 {yes,
it is that long ago!) a new MENU was required for
QSpread to work. So lmade a iump here to 7 112,

i.e. V7.50.
The new features have never been documented,
and QMENU was not actively advertised for
years.

One of the missing components is a colour select
menu. I have started lo implement it some years

ago, bul health and time issues rnade it
impossible to finish it, and a lot of work stillneeds
to be done

So lthought it might be a good idea to document
the changes in V7.50 and onwards, up to the
current Version 7 66, so that you can benefit from
the new features - in BASIC and Assembler for
example.

A major iump was also done in version 7 65 - this
was the first version which supported the
high-colour modes of SMSQ/E

FrLE_SELECT$ (FSEL)
ln the menu itsell Filelnfo ll support has been
added. This means, you can select a file and then
call the action defined by Filelnfo ll (by pressing
F10 or selecting the Filelnfo ll button),
You can press F10 immediately if a default
filename is given, otherwise you have to press

ESC once after you selected a file to stop the
cursor after the selected filename to flash (i.e.

leave edit mode).

Some internal improvements and bug fixes
happened as well, so that the full length of 41

character long filenames and 36 character long
subdirectory names can be used everywhere.

lf a space is given as the defaull filename, then
the value of the current HOTKEY stuffer buffer is

used instead (what you get when you press ALT

SPACI while the cursor flashes), e,g.
pRrNT FrT.EJqELEcr$( uritreu, u u)

DrR_SELECT$ (DSEL)
Again, changes to the menu visible for the user,
The menu uses the maximum width of the outline
of the primary window.
There is now room for up to 10 devices.

READ*STRTNG$ (RSTR)
Many call options have been added, so that the
program asks for specific contents to be entered,

ln assembler: the fourth parameler is optional,
unsigned long
dc.r.r thp. opt+thp. ulng

; nurnber of chars (I"SW) or 0

; I,{Si{ contalns options (lit set) :

; 0: use ESTR

i 2: string nust not be empty
; 4: integer number only
; 5: fractions and ints
i 7z password

; tl: ESC not allowecl

The least significant word contains the number of
characters or can be lefl 0.

The most significant word may contain set bits
for the options
ln BASIC, the fourth parameter can be a long
word. ln order to set bits here,
you use the z^uitxarlolo select it The length
can be added

Example,
PRrNT READ_srRrNc$(,,,2^2x65536)
to make sure somethings needs to be entered or
PRINT RIAD_STRTNC$(,,,2^7x65r36)

to read a password.

The values can be added, of course. lf you want
the entry field to be larger say 70 characters, you

USE:
pRrNT RXAD_STRTNG$(,,,2-7Y6JJ)6+7O)

Most options are self-explanatory - just try them.
lf the password bit is set, then the characters
entered are immediately replaced by an asterisk.
Please note that in password mode, editing is
restricted to delete characters no cursor
movement is possible as you cannot really SEE

what you are editing

GET_DEFAULT$ (rNFO)
A parameter of -1 returns the version of MENU,

eg.
PRINT GET-JSFAUIT$ ( -1)

The colourway inquiries always return 0 as they
are obsolete with the new colour driver
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You willfind some calls which I forgot lo remove -

they are incomplete and can crash. lf you would
like to give them a try, a few words,

Go into QPAC2 and select a few files, so that you
get something into the HOTKEY Stuffer buffer
{can be retrieved with ALT SPACE or ALT SHIFT
SPACE}

Then try
PRrNT sYs*sELEcr$( nritle", o)

Beware, it can crash if nothing is in the HOTKEY
buffer (as at the time of implementation lhere was
no safe way to check the buffer queue for being
empty)! lf ihere is a way (now?), please let me
know.

Some controlbits are possible, e.g.

PRrNT sYS_sELEcrg(,'Tit1e*, o, 4)
adds unique selection keystrokes in front of the
stuffer enlries - they are not contained in the
return string, of course!

The other menu I menlioned before was a colour
selection menu lt is less lhan half-way
implemented, you can have a quick look at it:
COLOI]R-PAL

PR]NT colouR_sni,ecr (, o)
willgive the QL colours wilh stipples
PRrNT COL0UR_SELECT(, 16)

will give the palette colours {no stipples).

That's about il yet, nothing bul ESC will bring you
out. lt would be nice to complete the two menus
The SYS-SELICT$ should be easily completed-
some additional features can quickly be added, if I

find a bit more time {yes, you've read this before),
The definition was to allow olher'system lists"to
be given {i.e. list of Things, executable Things,
open channels etc.) - and I was also thinking
about allowing to convert a specified texl file into
a list where every line can be selected ... quite
useful for some applications

Colour select is a bii of a problem - much more
work needs to be done, and the 24 bit mode
needs to be dealt with

Looking at the colour picker provided by Marcel
and Wolfgang, I wonder if it is really necessary.

I cannol prornise when things will move on, but I

hope this article will help you to get most out of
M[NU. lf you do not own QMENU, you can still

obtain the manual for the V7 from J-M-S

Contact me at smsq@j-m-s.comfor details.

And - it is not very much used but it is, of course,
possible to include MINU with a commercial
program for a small fee if some or many of the
menus of MENU are used from your program -

again, please contact me at the email address
given above.

Small ads

For Sale:
Brother M1009 printer little used, still boxed with roll paper and tractor feeds to dispose of, plus a
Sinclair QL all original in silver box. Also ICL OPD firmware modules (Xchange on eprom) and QL
mags/books free to buyer
Offers to Paul Stewart (PStewart@mail.com) or telephone 01689 823923 (UK)

Help!
Has anyone managed to get Texl 87 to run on a Q60 under SMSQ/E? lt runs on a Q60 under QDOS
and under SMSQ/E on the Q40. Having spent what is, for me, a great deal on a Q60, I find I'm still

using the QL for want of a Q60 word processor!
Any offers of help to David McCann, 24 The Grange, Grange Road, Chiswick, London, W4 4DE
Telephone 020 8994 8103 {UK)

... I lhink the brandnew textS7patch described on the News page will heh - Edifor!
This is the first time lhat rve had a help requesl - and we could even provide instant help!

Remember you can place short, free Small Ads here if you like, as long as it is related to QL,
ODOS, SMSQ/E elc. Please send small ads as soon as possible - preferably via E-Mail to ensure
they catch lhe latest issue (there are often good chances even after the deadline given on page il.
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Up to t mb5rte of flrsh mcmory for the QL
A rmall plug in circuit for the QL'a ROM port (or
Aurora) Srving 2,4 w I mhfis of peirnanant storag€ -
it can be thoud* of as a portable hard disk on a card"
and reads at some 2 mbytes per second.
lhink of it - you could firlly hoot an expanded QI-
iruluding all drivrrstEMSQ €tc off Romllirq al hard
disk spd wiEr only a mernory elpansian needd.

2 mbgee Romflisq............f,39 {S40/541)
4mbytes RorriDisq........ ......f,65(J6#f 6?)
I mbytes RomDisq..........{,98 (I99lIl 00}

Aurora adaptor........ ..... ..... ....f3 (J3. 5 0if4)

ALIK4-waytrailing sccket dcignedto switch off
conputer pcripherals autorndically when lhe
corput€r is su'ikh€d ofl or (in ths case of ar ATX
conputr) n'frcn it anto-porrers 6oum. Conryswitch
has onc control sockd, ard tlree $witchd sockets.
Can be used with ligtttslhifilmonitore-ie a QL
monitor car be used as a s*itch conkot.

ca;t f24

A maJor hardvure upgrade for the QL
All Herrnes fedrrm (wortring serllZ at 19200,
indepcident bard rates/do-bounced ke,yboarff
kcyclick) IBM -&I kbd Itr l/ HIGH SPEED RIt232 at
5?6m// serial mouse port rrd 2 other RS232 irryuts//
3 UO lines // EffROM
Cost (including manraUsoftmre) " . . . . ..59CI (S9?JS93)
IBM AT UK laput Krybord............... f 1r (fi 3/Ir 5)
Serial mouss.. fB (f8.50/J9)
Capsloclr/scrcllock Lffi ...................fl\ (t1.50/11.50)
Keybord or mouse lcad .................... f 3 (i3.J 0/f:!.5 0)
High rpc6d srial (eer3) 1e4d.............. f4 (f4.J0/f4.50)

H:rfcr rrailrblc frr f25 Faditz?) TFolking -rlz and
irdcFmdf,nf fu Frd{ drbo[[rf cd kcT,emrdt

SrryerHermer LfTE: All Hennes fahrs (sm
abave) + an IBM AT kcyboud interface only.
Cort (incl keyboard lead) ..................... tS3 (f 54/f5 J)

A la* profile powrred hckplane with ROM port
A three eryrnsioa backplaae vith ROM port insluded for

RmrDiiq dc. Arr$rr cllr be frffed in nstsbook cere rnd
powued o'ff*ingle 5V rail - codact QBraxch for ddrils. T\ro
bou* (rg Aworr end cold Crrd/Srpor Gold CudiGoldfre
trred to bme. Suihble for Aurore (ROM accessible &om
outride) & QL motherboud b tsrEr crse Spcify nOM
freiug IN tovrrds borr&, or OIIT tawzrd* back of crse.

Ccrmectr to Minerua MKII nnd nny Philipr I2C bur

Power Driver Interface 16 Uo liner wittr 12 af there redb
cunkal I current carrying outputs (rnurce rnd dnk ciplbtq
2 arrrp gur I rnlqF, rrnrll rnntors)....................f40 (I431f44)
4 anrp total (for motors etc)......................[45 (J4gf50]
Rehrr (t 3r lZv2-*21'meins rek5ru (ueeds 2r power
&iircr)............. .rzs g,zffstgl
Prrdlel Interfece Girres td inpnUoulput lines. Cur be
uscd rrbgeirtr lcgic rignala rre rcquircd...........g1i F,Z7 lf2l,
Anrlogue Interface Girtr cig$ i bit rnrlss b digrtd
i!ryd (AIIC) and tw t bit digitrt to rnrlngut ou$rb
(DAC). Und fortcnp rnrsrEcmtnf+ rormd rempling (to
5 KII4! lFplottinB.... ............f30 F3l/glz)
Tenm rrobe (-40"c ta +t25oc)...,............ tr10 s,r0.50/€1 1)
Carmrctm for forr t mF proter............... f,fO F10.50/flU
DrtrrlcrE..... ...f,z Fe.50/ff1)
Control roflmrrc & llllnurl (for il I/$..... ....f2 tE2.5O I At,

Of, REPAIRS fLiK onlv]
Fixcdprice forunmodified QI"s, o<cl micro&ivc. QIs

testd n'i$ Thom-EMI rig and ROM softnme.

$27 incl 6 month guarantee

OTHER FEATURE5I COMMON TO NLL VERSIONS
DEBUG$ED opeding sy*€Ei antobaoton reed ofpumr
ftihfff ltultide Ersic/ frster sch€dsler- grrphic* (tieitr
l0% af ligbiag) - stsirg bildliug WIIEN ERROR.T znd
srreeo/ TRACE/ na*English kqboad drisEs/ krrut"
frgtrerd. Vl.yf rfth split OUTPUTbtudrrtel (+Ilrrmes)
& built ir Mdtibrsic.

I'ir*, rsgrlde frcr. Othrt;is end gt (+gIi fE mrrult if requd).
$end dirkplur $*E or tnu IRC:

MKL..tr40 (r41 /f43) Mr{rl..f,6s (S66ff64

MIIIER!|A RTC (MKII, + tatt.r5rfir2tr hFt.l rNrrl.
CR.A"$IIPROoF clsck & fC tnr fr intafacing, Cau
$totoot ftorn tetLqr Drdrtd ren. Quid: rtart-up.

rtT. sllARns

KE bord manbnrrE ................................. no ltngrr on raL

Circtit dirgrrarr..................... ...f,3 (f3.50/S!
6fl)0t cou-or S49 IPC......... .....ft (€t.50/$
eIlu$'fi1 or IM ROM or serirl Iead...........f,10 fgio.so/ff f

frisinlprhlntrlruapcXing{*imnlheEqrglicrlb) Frism: IIK (f,mptR:*rfmrld). PlprnttytfrqmrtmlnLankuittlJlE
ad&:g.I!61 wder m CAlll{ I 3a16 l.ruer aept $rd lrtilEn! a UK unt rfG F4 t|&stin IAE r IRc frr'fal lilt 'rd &bih 

2j! fet IE

- 
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Sounding Off
Dilwyn Jones

The QL's sound facilities are rather basic. A single
voice beep command which at iis simplest can
have a duration and a pitch.

Even with something this simple we can create
simple tunes and possibly write a short program
to compose and play tunes with the right
information. I'm not the most musical of people
and certainly not an expert so this article may
leave somelhing to be desired in terms of music
technique, I'm only writing this to help me create
some tunesl
The QL's BEEP command uses some less than
obvious parameter values - the QL manual does
not really explain much, the 'QL SuperBASlC
Definitive Handbook' by Jan Jones is a bit more
inf ormative, fortunately

BEEP's basic syntax is,

BEEP durationrpitch

Duration is expressed as the length of the beep in
units of 72 microseconds, lhe range of values
allowed being 0 lo 32767. Thus a one second
beep has a duration of about l3BBg beep units.
duration 0 is not particularly useful- it just means
hold the note forever {unlil a blank BEEP
command without paramelers is issued to
cancel it), although in some cases that can
come in usefulif we want a beep to continue un-
til something occurs to stop il.
This is important. The QL has no facility to
queue a nole, so to play a set of notes of specific
duration you have to either pause afetr starting a
note then after the pause has elapsed dis-
continue the note with a blank BEEP command
like this,
BEEP durationrpitch
PAUSE leng:bh
BEEP

or define the beep command and loop around
until it has finished'
BEEP durationrpitch
REPeat loop:IF NOT BEEPING THEN EXIT loop

Pitch is harder to use. lt can take values from 0 to
255 but there is no direct link to musical notes.
The closest I have found is the following table
from an old Sinclair newsletter This relates the
pitch value to musical notation as in the following
table,

(middle C)

ln terms of a treble clef
follows {see also Fig. 1

diagram)'

AA#B CC# DD#E FF# G# AA#B CC#D ffiFFF# G G#

F GURE 1 - The nofes on a treble clef

ln terms of length of notes, if you go by the breve,
minim, crotchet, quaver etc names, these are
based on half or twice as long as each other
these are the relative duration and names of
musical units.

breve =SJtcrotchet
senibreve-4*crotchet
ninim =21(crotchet
crotchet = 1 *

a4t
a# 38
b36
c33
e# 3L
d28
d# 26
e24
t22
f# 20
919g# L7
a!5
a# L1
bL2
c11
c# 10
d9
d#8
e7
t6
f#5
glr
e#3

stave, this equates as
for a more graphical

quaver

seni-quaver
= 0.5 * crotchet {ttZ)
" 0.25 x crotchet (V1)

deni-semi-quaver = 0.125 x crotciret (1/8)

heni-deni-seni-quaver " 0.0625 x crotchet (1/16)

How fast the notes should be played is largely up
to you. Tempo and so on can be specified by
using PAUSE n to wait a certain number of units
of time, n/50 of a second. You will have to
approximate to the number of beats per minute
as required by the tune or music in question.
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Q-Celt Computing
The Falconry, Glenmacnass, Glendalough, Co.Wicklow, Ireland.

Tel: (+353)-404-45319 Fax: (+353)-404-45558 Email: darren.branagh@b_oirnail.corn

QL 2002 The DVD Movie!!
A professionally edited and made DVD documefiary (over an

hour long!!) on the current QL scene, containing the recent

QUANTA meeting and AGM in Manchester, and interviews with
Bill Richardson and Tony Firshman. Complete with Outtakes, and

a comprehensive trader directory and QL info slide show. The
entire QL EMULATORS CD-Rorn is also included FREE on the

DVD disk, which normally costs a fiver on its own!!

Will work on PC or Mac DVD drives and most standalone DVD
Players.

NEW REDUCED PRICE !!

Only f,20 Sterling + S2 P&P Worldwide.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
NOW AVAILABLE TO BTIY !! !!

NEW PROGRAM - LAUI{CHPAD!!!

A Brand new program from Dilwyn Jones, one of the best QL programmers around. It's a Program
Launching front end, and allows you to assign Icons for your programs, to have your own desktop

login, and other great ideas. Launched very successfully at the recent Byfleet QL Show.Lots of Bug
fixes since then, now at version 0.96.

Only f,20 Sterling +f,2 P&P.

Q-Celt are also now authorised resellers of the Paul Merdinian Crossword solving program suite
* these include Crossword solving, Anagram Solving, and word frnding programs. Available as a
suite on several HD disks, for only f,15 plus f2 P&P. Phone or email for full details!!
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The following program is a simple utility to calculate the relative frequencies of musical notes used by
our western music notation system.

100 REMark - progran to calculate -110 REMark - frequencies of musical -
120 REMark - notes over 8 octaves __

130 :

140 CLEAR:M0DE 4:INITIAI,ISE
150 IIITR0:CSIZE 3,0:INK /r

160 PRINT!Frequencles for 8 octaves(Hz)'
170 CSIZE 1,0:INK 7
180 PRrNT\FrLL$('-" 58)
190 IF printer TIIEN PR1NT#3,FILL$('*' ,581
200pRlNT'octavel 2 3 1 5 6 7 8r:REMarkL,6,6,6,6,6r6r6spaces
2l0IFprinterITIENPRINT#3,'octaveL 2 3 /, 5 6 7 8l
220 PRrNT rrlt$('-"581
230 IF printer TTIEN PRINT#3,FILL$('-',58;
240 FOR nlltlber=O T0 11

250 base=27.5:READ note$:PRINT note$;
260 IF printer THEN PRINT#3,note$i
270 FoR oetave=l T0 8

280 frequency=INT( ( (basex2 ^(nurnber/l21 
1 
x1g) +. 5 ) /10

290 form$=f1'squsn.t
300 IF t.r INSTR form$=0 IIIEN forIn$=fonn$&'.0r
3L0 PRINT' '(1 T0 7-LfN(form$));form$;:REMark J spaces
320 IF printer TI{EN PRINT#3,t t(r T0 7-LEN(form$));form$;
330 base=2ttbase

340 END FoR octave
350 PRINT

360 IF printer TI{EN PRINT#3

370 END FOR number

380 PRINT FIIL$('-',58;
390 rr printer TI{EN PRINT#3,Fr],L$('-',581
4oo Dlu rA r, rA#rr rB r, rc t,tc#t ,,D , , rD#r, rE r, rF r ,rF#r, rG r, rG#t

/'10 WINDOU lrlr8'200'32' 16

120 IF printer IIrEN CLOSE#3

430 sr0P
110 :

4ro :

460 DEFine PR00edure INTRO

170 PRINTT Thi-s program calculates frequenciesl
480 PRINT' (in Hertz) of notes in the musical'
190 PRrNT' sea1e, where A is 110llz.t
500 PRINT\\| The r'12th root of 2rr rule is used'
510 PRIMIT for the calculations. A note ist
,20 PRINT' 2^(L/L2) higher in frequency than'
530 PRINTT the preceding note. This is art
510 PRIMT' increment of approxfunately 6fi per'
5r0 PRINT' semitone. Middle C is about 261.6H21
560 PRINT\\\TO 8;'Copy on paper (y/n)?'
,70 If INKEY$(-l)==tyt THEN printer=1:ELSE printer=O
580 CLS:IF prlnter THEN 0PEN#3,ser1:REMark change to PAR if required
590 END DEFine INTR0
600 :

610 :

620 DEFtue PR00edure INITIAIIST
630 I{IND0LT 5L2,256,0,0;PAPER 0:CLS
540 lJrNDoU 161,200,24,16
650 wINDoLr#O, /i48,10, 32,2!6: pApER#0, 0
660 INK#0,2: CSIZE#O,3,L: LT/.O,0,3
67A PRINT#O, IN0TE PITCH CALCULAT0R' ; :INK#O,7
680 CSIZE#0,0,0:AT#0,0,0
690 INK 7:CSIZE 2,0:CIS
700 END DEFine INITIALISE
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This little program is an utility that tells you the
pitch of a given musical note over a range of B
octaves. The '12th root of 2" rule is used for
calculation. lt uses a frequency for A above
middle C at 440H2.

"Flats" are actually shown as "sharps' for con-
venience of programming. You may get a
printout on the screen 0r on paper

Brief instructions are shown on
followed by a request:
Copy on paper (y/n)?

press y for yes or n for no.

Anything other than y will be taken
to mean no. The program sends
printed output to the SER1 port. lf
you use a parallel printer port,
change the reference to serl in line

580 to PAR or whatever device
name that your interface requires.

the screen

_fh i€ FFcgFqm cd lEu Ldt"e€ fFeaquenc ie€
<in HeFt=> e# nctes in ttte frusicdt
s€dl-e, HtreFe Fl i.€ 44BHz-

.l-tae " 
'.2ttr 

Fo€t 6f 2" FU Le i.B u€€.1
f€r tlae -dl€uts+isns- Fl n*te is
2.^ €.L?,t-?> l-r igl-r=r in frequenE',J iFrqn
the !3eec€dihq note- Thie iE qn
in€F€me-i- 6f d|fFlFoxihdtetrJ 6-i4 laeFsefritsne- l'liddte C i€ qtfout 26I -AHz

CoulJ on psF€r {r.J.tn} ?

Figure 2'The program's output table

cctav€|234567a
A 27,3 55.S 110.8 22A.A 446.5 geg.A t?69.9 g32A.g
R* 29.L 58.3 116.5 233.1 466.2 932.3 1864.7 3729,9
e ?8.9 &1.7 123.5 246.9 493.9 9*7.* t975,5 3951.1
e 32.7 55.4 t38.S 261.6 523.3 1S46,$ 2€93,A 41S6.€
c* t4.& 69.3 19e,6 277.2 554.4 1tgg.7 22L7.5 4434.9
D 35,? 79.4 

',4€-8 
293-7 5S7.3 1174.7 2345.3 4698,6

a]* 38.9 77 .A 155.6 31 I .1 622,3 t244.1 ?4A?.A 4979.e
E 41.? A2.4 164.9 329.6 6$9.3 131S.tr 2637.8 5,274,s
F 43.7 47.3 174.6 349.2. 69S.$ 1396.9 2793,A 5597.7
F+ 46.2 92.3 1S5.8 374.4 749.V t4AB.s 29&B.s 5919.9
G 49.8 9A.g 196.0 592,0 tS4.6 156S.S 3136,5 6271.9
G* 51.9 1S3,S 247,7 415.3 83A.6 166L.2 33,22,4 6644.S

Frgure 3 'The program running

Gee Graphics! (on the QL ?) - part 37
H. L. Schaaf

Just a short listing this time to
be merged in with the
Lame-bas from GGr36.

A parametric polar formula can
be used to get the same
curves, and you can compare
the two methods. The carte-
sian x*y plot is done in white
ink, and then followed by the
polar version in red. What para-

metric angle step size {'rinc')
gives a smooth curve? The
one given is based on the
angle needed to subtend 2
pixels across the full width of
the screen. Try other values,

I've wondered about the area
enclosed by Lame curves, and
also what the perimeter of
Lame curves might be. The
search has led me into gamma
functions, and Romberg and
Gaussian quadratures. Perhaps
a little of those for next time?

Listing for GG#37 to be merged with llsting from GG#36

121 REMark Polar-Lame-SGN-bas
122 REMark Polarjame and SGN added
123 REMark tor GG#37

124 REMark H L schaaf Feb 3, 2004
165 INK2: Polarjame
2690 :

2700 DEFine PR0Cedure Polar-Lame
2710 REMark given angle, place xry
2720 POINT Lame-a,0
2730 rinc = ATAN(2/ (wp-urL%-/+xtlp-bo%) )
2740 FoR theta = rinc T0 2xPI STEP rinc
27 50 para_x = Larne_a*ScN( COS ( theta) ) x (ABS ( CoS ( theta) ) )

^(z/r,ame-er)

276A para; = Lame_b*SGN( SIN( theta) ) * (ABS ( SIN ( theta) ) )
^(21xarne*e?)

2770 IINE T0 para-x,paraJr
2780 END FOR theta
2790 END DEFine Polar-Lame
2800 :

2810 DEFine l\rNction SGN(n)
2820 RETurn (n' 0)-(n, 0)
2830 END Df,Fine
2840 :

2850 REMark end of listing for GC#37

- 
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Q12004 Update
Geoff Wicks

Sitting on my desk is a dossier o{ emails
almost 2cm thick. By the middle of October I

expect it to be 2 or 3 times thicker ln just

under a fortnight's trme, history by the time
you are reading this, I shall be sludying this
dossier on a 10 hour train journey to the
Netherlands in preparation for a meeting with
Jochen and the committee of Sin-QL-Air:
Then in just over 6 months time, on 16th
October 2AA4 to be precise, we shall be
holding Q12004
ln some ways this is a frustrating period.
Organising and co-ordinating a major event
from a distance is a risky venture. lt is only
after we have had our meeting and ironed
out a few practical problems and uncertain-
ties lhat I shall feel we are truly on the way.

Since I last wrote in QL loday about Q12004
I have been sounding out QL opinion on four
questions:
1: What QL developments would you like to

see over the next 2 * 3 years?

2, Are there any specialguests you would like
to see at Q12004?

3: Who would you like to see as panel mem'
bers at the QL forum? Do you have any
topics you would like discussed?

4, Do you have any suggestions for suitable
speakers or other activities during the day?

Most people reading this will have seen
these questions already, but, if you have not,
there is still time to give your opinion. [ven if
you are unable to attend Q12004 your
answers to questions 1 and 3 would still be
welcome. {See the Just Wordsl advert for
contact details.)

So fan the response to the questions has
been disappointing in numbers, but there
have been some interesting answers.
The development most people want lo see
is QL access to the internet. This was the hot
topic in the closing session of Q12000, and
many people are wondering what has
happened since. We know that on 2nd March
2003 Jon Dent sent an email from a QL to
the Ql-users email group, but most of us are
in the dark about how near we are to a QL
emailing system which could easily be used
by any QL-er

The good news is that Q12004 should be
picking up where Q12000 left off. Jon Dent
wants to run an internet connection work-
shop and we are well on the way to organi-
sing this. There are one or two technical
details to be cleared up, but Sin-QL-Air are
working hard on these.
Q12000 produced a flurry of HTML related
activity, and it is now possible to wrile HTML
documents in several different ways on your
QL, but these activities were not sustained.
At the time there was discussion of a QL
web browser type program, but this was
soon forgotten. lt would be an interesting
challenge for someone to write a QL HIML
reader able to display both text and both PC
and QL graphics, and then to demonstrate it
at Eindhoven.
Other suggestions for activities are a colour
workshop for people needing help in using
the new colours in their own programs.
Again an activity we need to stimulate. We
are expecting quite a few QL experts at the
show and one person suggested a general
programming workshop to which you could
bring your own programs and problems. I am
not sure how easy the latter would be to
organise but any ideas (or even more impor-
tant volunteers) would be welcome.
At the moment I am not sure how well the
Q60 will be represented al Q12004, but a

workshop for Q60/Q40 users is another pos-
sibility. I do not own either of lhese systems,
and lhave no idea what the contenl of such a
workshop would be, However, if you find this
an interesting idea please gel in louch.
We hope to end the day with a QL Forum.
This could be a worthwhile event as many of
the QL's "experts" are interested in attending
Q12004. lf we can get some of our best
brains and thinkers together for a few hours
under one rool we could make plans for the
QL's future.
And after Q12004? Well we hope that
Quanta will be able to take over in 2005
where we leave off in 2004. And 2006? Am I

right in thinking a certain QL publication will
be celebrating its 10th birthday that year?
Life could become one continuous QL party!

Wel[ the certain QL publication's life depends
on fhe reader's support - please renew yaur
subscrrptionif you have not already! - Jochen
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Sprite Yiewer
A review by Dilwyn Jones

Sprite Viewer - a review by Dilwyn Jones

Per Witte has recently released a sprite viewers
package called simply Msprv. The package con-
sists of two main applications, called Msprv {the
multiple sprite viewer) and Sprv {the single sprile
viewer).

Sprv is a command line driven sprite viewer A
simple BASIC command like

DGC sprv-obj ;' filename-spr'
will display a sprite and optionally its details. lnter-
estingly not just the old mode 4 and mode B {after
a fashion, by lhe author's own admission) sprites
may be displayed but also the newer GD2 {colour
drivers) sprites as well.

For the older QL mode 4 sprites, the program will
display the mode, tlme, adaptation rule value, pixel
size and origin details of the sprite. Useful if you
are using sprites from a collection you did not
design yourself and you need to know their
details to design suitable windows and loose
items or information objects.

The fact that Sprv is a command line drrven
program means it can be used to view a sprite
from an application like Fileinfo 2 tl you use lhat
on your syslem. Configure Filelnfo 2 to use
Sprv-oby as its file viewer then when you
FXECUTE the sprite from a program like QPAC2
files menu or QTrans Sprv can be fired up as a
sprite viewer

Msprv is a multiple sprite viewer Using its LOAD
command, you tell it where the sprites are kept
and it reads all the sprites and displays them in a
menu grid layout. lt copes with both older sprites
as well as the newer GD2 ones - most older
sprites tend to be no more than 64 pixels wide or
high (Easyptr's Easysprite sprile design grid is
64x48 maximum for example), though the system
allows for larger sprites, especially under GD2,
and Msprv copes with large sprites, at least the
ones I had available to throw at it,

There are some nice touches in Msprv - see the
screen dumps for how lhe display looks. 0n a
cosmetic level, you can cycle through some
colour schemes - if you are familiar with the main
pointer environment colour schemes as used in

QPAC2 menus or Q-Menu menus for example,
you'll be familiar with the green/white, red/black,
rediwhite and green/black colour schemes. And,
of course, the new high colour schemes can also
be used.

DO (right mouse button click) on a sprite in the
Msprv display to start up the Sprv program to
display the sprite, Sprv is usefulin that if the sprite
is a complex or animated sprite (i.e more than
one frame) a click on the sprite will display the
nexl frame and so on. You can start more ihan
one inslance of Sprv - click on the Sprv command
and lhis will pick all instances of the single sprite
viewer {see figure 2}. A D0 on the Sprv command
will kill them all off again

A Hit on a sprite will display the details of that
sprite at the top of the screen without calling up
the single sprile viewer - it displays the name,
size, origin and mode number of the sprite
concerned. Sprites that cannot be viewed in the
current display mode will be substituted with a
place-holder that indicates the mode of the
undisplayable sprite

Usefully, the program has a ni{ty resize icon -Hit
on the icon it can take pretty much as little or as
much of the screen display as you wish. A QPAC2
Files menu style resize icon appears, move that to
the desired point and the menu is redrawn to that
size, better than simply cycling through a fixed
choice of menu sizes, for example lf need be, the
program will resize itself for large sprites. A Do
will force the program to adjust the window to fit
the current sprite layout.

Even Quit has more than one option, depending
on whether you Hit or Do on the [X] icon to exit
from the program. A Hit willlust stop the program,
a Do will also remove any instances of Sprv

The programs need to be configured depending
on where you store them on the hard disk Firstly
you need to configure (using Config or Menu-
Conlig programs) msprv-obj to tell it where the
msprv-cfg file is stored. Msprv-cfg then has to
be configured in an editor {it's a plain text file} to
tell it such details as default sprite directory
{where sprites are stored), the location of the
single sprite viewer program, the job name of the
sprite viewer and the default colour palette used
when the program starts. The configuration pro-

cess seems a bit daunting at first, but once done
it need not be done again unless you wish to
change something. The program comes confi-
gured to run from RAMI- which is great for trying
out the program - if you like it, put it on disk and
reconfigure accordingly Some sprites are sup-
plied to get you started. You also get the source
basic and assembler files if you wish to tinker
with the program yourself.

This is a well thought out package offering a
good number of options and performs very well
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already, given that lhe aulhor
gave me the impression it

wasn't quile complete yet. lt's
nice to see applications appear
which take advantage of the
GD2 colour drivers and new
Window Manager facilities.
About the only two extra facili-

ties lcould have wished for are'
1. Screen dump facilities to
make a hard copy of the
displayed sprites. A simple call
to the SDUMP screen dumps
built into some disk interfaces
would have sufticed.

2. The facility to make a sprite
into a system sprite {i.e. the
program's pointer), so you can

http :// h omepa ges.lesc o.n et/
dilwyn. jones/index.html

(my website)

Figure 1 {top)- Msprv display-
ing some Launchpad sprites

Figure 2 (centre)- Msprv using
Sprv lo display a sprite

Figure 3 {boflom] - Sprv's in-
formation window for fhe
sprite displayed- AGDz sprite
wifh the extra information avai-
lable.

Figure 4 {next
running in GDZ

ffiffiffi
3 flmu4

see what a sprite would look
like as a program pornter if

required Also, this is probably
the only way to display anima-
ted sprites as well.

The program is freeware and
can be obtained from PD libra-

ries or downloaded from Tim
Swenson's or my website,
Tim's web site also has some
free packages ol pre-designed
sprites which you can down-
load for use in your own pro-
grams as well.

h t lp ://w w w. ge o ci ties.c om /
svenqhj/myfree.html

{Tim Swenson}
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page) - Msprv
high colour ...

very impressivel
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JUST WORDS!

Just words?

Kangaroo ate blue dinosaur

Cockatoo knows brazen squaw

Medics revive unshaven scarecrow

Matron hates overweight matador

Corgi pardons demon flea

Devil fines voodoo mystics

Curate bores afterlife heretics

Nero survives sioux valentine

Widow dates celibate chimpanzee

Astronaut drives atomic taxi

The answer is at ltlanchester and Orlando

Geoff Wicks, 56 Peveril Crescent, West Hallam, Derbyshire DE7 6ND, U.K.

Tet +44 (0)115 - 930 3713 email : gwicks@beeb. net
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'Bored with the BAFTAS ?
Grumbling obotlt the Grcmrny's?

Brossed off with the Brits?
Over-tired with the Oscors?

Well it is time to celebrqte the Qls 2Oth
Birthdoy with o'Golden Clive

At 8L 2OO4 in Eindhoven we plon to oword o Gold,
Silver, ond Bronze 'Clive to the three people who hove

done the most for the ODOS/SMSQ community ond you
con oll be the judges.

Send us your nominotions to QLTodoyoJ-M-S.com qnd
we will onnounce the results of the show The only

stipulotion is thot mesercS;f::l3.* to be still octive in

It is time to honour your QL Heroes.

Come olong ond enioy the only QL
owords ceremony'

W
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EMail Problems
Jochen Merz

More or less everybody is sulfering from masses
of junk and virus mails. At least I am - I get
hundreds, or to be precise, I would get thousands
a day without spam filter As it seemed some
monlhs ago that lprogrammed the spam filter to
be quite strict and some mails which were not
junk did not get defivered, I deleted all the rules
and started from scratch. First day, an enormous
amount of junk arrived, so I had to add some
basic rules.

Howeve[ all mails which are classified as junk are
returned with an explanation how to get the mails
through,

Exception, mails containing viruses with.com, pil
.lnk attachments senl with faked addresses - they
are just deleted.

You can ALWAYS get mails with every contents
through to me {even mails containing Viagra and
Xanax, although I would not know why) by adding

EMArL-OK: in front of the subject - it will skip any
fillering rules.
However il seems that some mails still do not
arrive at j-m-s.com - and some tests have shown
that there is something else filtering mails out of
my control lt is not entirely clear what is deleting
those mails, either some providers use
send-blacklists, or something else {Big Brother) is

deleting mails. lt rs not always reproduceable But
it is clear it is nol my spam-filter:
Those of you who have had email contact with
me know that I reply quite quickly usually within
24 lo 48 hours at the very most.
And even if I don't have much time, I reply
explaining that a proper reply may take some
days.
Therefore, if you write to me and don't get a reply
then either your email has not reached me {try
again, maybe with the modified subject) or my
reply to you bounced {due to faked mails some lP
ranges are sometimes blacklisted). Therefore,
please add an alternative email address to reply
to with your second attempt to send the mail
Sorry but these problems are beyond my control

mmel
',' r S'A!@"FS€RgtrS , mg.geegffS,.&R8B SMmPffitrS

One subject that will not roll
over is this that of printing from
QL hardware or emulations. I

know I have discussed this on
many occasions in this column
and it has appeared in various
guises rn most QL publications.
ln fact there was always a run-
ning joke about the number of
contributions to Quanta about
writing a printer driver for Quill.

However it popped up again on
the user group list on the inter-
net so lmay as well run it all by
you once again. We were pre-

senled with several sugges-
tions but there is a general lack
of understanding ol the real
problem here and a feeling,
expressed by some of the con-
tributors, that anything printed
from the QL would either be
the odd letter or a program
listing. This implies that the QL

is not of any use for anything
else and that is, frankly, not the
case. lf it was we would all

have given up long ago. I can
see that QL users are not
going to be looking to print
high resolution, photographic
qualitlt graphics files but that is

more to do with a lack of pro-
grams to do that than a lack of
will ln truth this is the only rea-
son that things like this are not
happening on the QL, ll we had
the programs to do it we would
be doing it.

The discussion ranged over
the usual topics of how to get
drivers for modern printers,
which ones would work, and
what lo do about the lack of
hardware interfaces. Amongst
all of this there were a couple
of things which made me inter-
ested enough to write this.

Soft \d,lhera ?

One of the suggestions put for-
ward was that we should
produce the documents that
had to be printed and then
transfer them, using Geof f
Wick's excellent QL to PC
program to something that can
be printed on a modern PC
using either M$ Office or one
of the Linux Office packages.
This is all very well but if you
have either of these at your
disposal why bother to use a

QL word processor to produce
the documents at all?

Since most of this came under
the banner of an offer of t1000
to anyone who could substan-
tially advance the QL scene

{see Honourable Mentions ln
despatches) someone imme-
diately popped up and sugges-
ted we give the money to
anyone who could port Star
Office to the QL

Lau Reeves made one of his
brief appearances and sugges-
ted that this would be a trivial
thing but either he meant to
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say that it would 'not' be a

trivial thing or he is hard at
work doing it. lt would be an
interesting developmenl if it
could be done and it would
great help in placing the QL
more firmly in the modern
world. lt would, of course, pro-
bably have to be run under the
colour drivers unless it was
re-written for monochrome.
This would only solve the pro-
blem of having a 'proper' word
processing package for the QL
and would do nothing for the
problem at hand. r.e printed out-
put. Nonetheless having ac-
cess lo this on a QL emulation
would be a good step in the
right direction, Our largest and
most debilitating problem is a

lack of software writers who
are willing to take on big pro-
jects like this and our software
situation is, therefore, not deve-
loping.
I will come back to software a

little laler

Har,C \Where?

On the hardware front it was
suggested that something
could be done to produce a
box that would take serial
output from the QL and turn it
into USB output for a printer I

have no idea how possible this
would be but it is something
worth investigalion. USB is, at
its most basic level, a serial
device although, as Nasta once
told me, a lol more complex.
The hardware for the device is

available on a chip so the phy-
sical production of such a de-
vice should be possible, When I

look at most PCIUSB cards for
the PC I can see there are few
chips involved so it should be
possible to do this. ln fact, if
you use superHermes you
could possibly even have USB
2 and bi-directionality.

At this point I can hear all the
hardware developers saying
'but what about the drivers?'

and, of course, this is the major
part of the story. Writing a
driver {or such a device would
be a hard thing to do. Many of
the people who wrote the dri-
vers for such things as the
SuperGoldCard are no longer
with us and I would be interes-
ted lo find out if anyone thinks
this would be a feasible thing
to approach, There is one thing
I should add lo this before pas-
sing on. lf there is a chip or col-
lection of chips which will take
seriall/0 and convert it to USB
l/O it is possible to write the
code that will drive it. The ma-
jor question is who would be
willing to take it on

What tf ....?
Let us assume for a while that
we have the box and the driver
that enables it to be connected
to the QL. What lhen could we
do with it?
Many people would say that
this is the crux of the problem
because most modern devices
need complex interfaces to get
them to work. ln many ways
this is a complete red herring. lt
takes me back to the argument
I had with the help desk at
[pson. The man on the other
end of the telephone al the
technical support side said
'This printer need a bi-directio-
nal cable.'l said'No, the printer
does not need it * your soft-
ware needs it'. This is really the
way things are. Mosl devices
connected to computers today
have large complex interfaces
because they CAN have them
not because they have to have
them The printer is a case in
point and a very relevant one
to this discussion. All the bi-
directional cable does is to tell
the software that there is x
amounl of ink in the cartridge
and the printer is switched on
and connected, nothing else
As as matter of fact it does not
even measure the amount of

ink in the cartridge - it just
makes a guess from the num-
ber of times you have printed
from it and the number of times
you have cleaned the heads
The software then draws a
pretty picture of the printer on
the screen with a piece of pa-
per coming out of it and a chart
of how much ink it thinks is in
the tanks. As I said to the Ep-
son man 'l do not need a pic-
ture of the printer: I know what
it looks like - it is sitting beside
the computer!'. The printer it-
self worked perfectly well with
the basic drivers and mono
directional cable on my QL.

Having said this, no printer
manufacturer is going to give
you any more informalion on
their printers than they have to.
Most printers these days come
with a small poster showing
how to plug it rn, how to put the
ink media into it and a picture of
a CD lray on a computer so
you know where to pul the
disk * or rest you drink.

How then do we extract the
vital driver information? I will
tackle this later:

\fhat Use is USB?
Wellit is not only printers which
are attached to USB. As any-
one who has a PC will tell you,
you can plug a whole range of
devices into the USB port.
Cameras, Scanners, Exlernal
Hard Drives, Mice, etc. One of
the more interesting things is

the external Hard Drive. I have
two external Hard drives in

boxes that will connect to my
compulers using the USB ports
and they provide good backup
and a mass storage transport.
many of the cameras are seen
by the computer as an IDE

type device. {a little tip to PC
users who have cameras. Do
not install the software that
come with the camera unless
you have to Plug the camera in

first and see if it appears as a
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device on the PC. Windoze XP
is pretty good at this. Most ca-
mera software is rubbish and
very slow so if you can do
without it, do so. lt is worth
buying a card reader anyway, it
uses no batteries and is much
quicker).

Scanners are a problem be-
cause they need fairly complex
software to do anything but
many of the other devices
could possibly be used on a
QL if we had the port and
someone was willing to under-
take the writing of the driver: lt
is, of course the writing of the
software more than the design-
ing and building of the hard-
ware thal is the hardest part.
This is easy for me to say be-
cause I do not do any of it but
from my experience of talking
and dealing with both hardware
and software designers lwould
say that the sticking point with
the hardware is unusually at the
first stage when you are trying
to get information on the chips
that are available and what
they can do and then at the
last stage actually finding
enough cash to get the design
off the ground.

With software, and driver writ-
ing in particular the whole pro-
cess seems fraught with pit-
falls. Writing drivers to use PC
devices on a QL or Q40/60 is
particularly difficult because
the manufacturers of the com-
ponenls supply lhe information
that the average PC user
would want and usually only do
that grudgingly, wanting to pro-
vide their own soflware solu-
tion. This is likely to be more to
do with protecting there own
interests than an outbreak of
altruism.

So, a Radical ldea.
I firmly believe that sometimes
people who know a lot about a

subject are not the best people
to think up new ways of doing

things inside their field.
Sometime a bit of ignorance
cuts through all of thal - and I

have ignorance in spades.

Let us think about the printer
problem in this way. First we
ignore the idea of printing gra-
phics for a momenl and con-
centrate on text. Older printers
would print text because they
had built in fonts which could
be accessed by the program's
driver Modern printers cannot
do this because they lack
these fonts and they also lack
the interface. Under Windows
the program sends information
to the print spooler which pas-

ses it to the printer driver
which passes it to the printer
The interfaces between the
program and the sprint spooler
and the spooler and the printer
driver must be documented be-
cause even the most basic
freeware programs can pro-
duce printed output. This kind
ol job can be handled wellwith-
in ProWesS which has a range
or built in fonts. This leaves us
with the prinler driver itself.

lf you strip away all of the
higher functions of the printer
driver such as the feedback
mechanism which allows the
prrnter manulacturer to tell you
that you are oul of ink {even
when you are not) and the ex-
tended modes for photo print-
ing and different paper lypes
you have just a pipe which
accepts one kind of data al one
end and squirts out another at
the other end. The information
for this must be in the driver
somewhere. There must be a

way to extracl this inlormation
somehow. A'besi case scena-
rio' would be to allow you to
run the actual Windows driver
installation on your QL so you
can extract the information.
SMSQ/E will read DOS format
disks although the programs
will not run in the normal way
on a QL. But, again, the format

of the Windows installer is also
documented so maybe some-
one could wrile QL emulation
of that installer which will ex-
tract the information needed to
build a QL printer driver Failing
that maybe we could get a

Windows applicalion that could
do the same job of extracting
and building a driver but pro-
duce a QL version of the data,

Armed with the above informa-
tion we should be able to write
a 'QL' driver One which will
look like a port to a QL pro-
gram so you can print to it but
use the extracted driver codes
to output directly to the printer

Something similar was attemp-
ted a while ago for QPC2 and,
apparently it was pretty far ad-
vanced but the author is no
longer developing it and has
not been answering any emails.
It only worked under QPC2 and
relied on the Windows driver to
do the work.
My suggestion is a little more
drastic and would certainly take
an awful lot of programming
and knowledge and it may, in-

deed, be completely impossi-
ble. One thing I would say is

thal we should not dismiss the
concept out of hand. We have
some clever and dedicated
people in the QL communrty
and maybe this may trigger the
germ of an idea in one of them.

OK that is enough about prin-
ters!,....,.... ......

Except to say that, if you have
a modern printer connected to
a QL, Q40i60, or QL Emulator
and get good results do let us
know or better still write a re-
view

On the Menu For
TurboPtr
Over the last couple of months
I have had a few chats with
George Gwili about Turbo and
EasyPtr ldo not do a lot of pro-
gramming but, whenever Ihave
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written anything and compiled
it in the past I have always used
Qliberator This is mainly histo-
ric, When I took my first steps
in writing BASIC for the QL

iand I am not far off 'toddler'

even now) Turbo was not re-
garded in high esteern by
those who wrote PE. programs.
ln fact it was pretty much im-
possible to write them if you in-

tended to compile them with
Turbo. Add this to the fact that
the Turbo Toolkit clashed with
some of the programs I loaded
at the time and you can see it
was not very high on my hit list.

Things began to change when
Turbo was updated. David Gil-

ham, George Gwilt and a cou-
ple of olhers made a great im-
provement to the way that the
Toolkit functioned and many
people claimed it was now a

better way to compile pointer
programs. Next came George
Gwilt's TurboPtr and again it

took a leap forward. Through-
out all of this I was still using
Qliberator when I compiled
anything

George originally contacted me
about getting some SMSQ/E
updates but our conversations
ranged onto the subiect of
compilers and he talked about
EasyPtr's EasyMenu. This is

something he had never tried
out but some people had
asked if they could migrate the
EasyMenu menus so they can
be used and compiled in Turbo-
Ptr ldecided to donate a copy
to him and he tells me he has
successfully done the conver-
sions Nol only this but you can
change the colours in Easy-
menu to use all of the colours
now available from the High
Colour Drivers. I do not have a

copy of this yet and I suspect it

would be a steep learning
curve for me to start using it
but lam beginning to wish lhad
a little more time to play around
with some programming

Steeming
I ran into a little problem a while
ago when a customer wanted
a copy of SMSQ/E for the Atari.
Now lhave only ever sold two
or three copies of this in all the
time I have been selling
SMSQIE and I suspect the
number of Atari Qlers in the
UK is pretty small so I never
ever kept it in stock The ver-
sions I had sold before were all

before the current licence
came into force and were sup-
plied, on disk directly from JMS
(who were the sole distributor).
So I lhen had the problem of
making an Atari format disk to
put it on, lhave very litlle know-
ledge of the Atari system and
what disks it could accept but I

tried frrst by sending it on two
different disks, one a QL and
one PC format. The customer
could not read either of these
After a bit of help from the QL-
Users list I discovered that the
Atari could read PC disks but
only DD ones. I did, however
get a couple of members of the
list who stillhave Ataris to send
me over formatted disks and I

was able to successfully create
a master disk from one of
those. ldid get the customer lo
send me a disk formatted on
his machine but I could not read
these at all (the 'no medium'
message appeared). When I

send him back the disks from
the other Atari machines he
could not read them so I sus-
pect his drive was out of align-
ment.

This did lead to someone poin-

ting me at the Atari emulator
for Windoze and LINUX. This is

called Steem and is available
free, should you be interested,
at

http://steem.atari.org/

It is an interesting emulator to
run although I was a llttle lost,
having never used an ATARI

machine before. ln the end it

was no use for the reason I

wanted it because it could not
format 0r even read ATARI

disks but it does go to show
that we are not alone out there
in the world of BO's computers

One thing ldid try to do, as you
would, was to run the AT{RI
SMSQII on it This fires up and
runs but does not display the
screen correctly I tried several
settings in the config block and
they all lailed to give a cohe-
rent display lf it runs ATARI pro-
grams perfectly well I cannol
really see why it should not run
SMSQ/E but it just would not
work. The older version of the
program works better but even
then the display is not correct.

This set me to wondering if
any of the versions of the Atari
SMSQIE had been tested post
2.99 or if it was just a problem
running it on an emulation of an
ATARI 0/S. I would be interes-
ted to know

This month the Honourable
Mention in Despatches goes to
Geoff Wicks for Quanta moti-
valion and being one of the
driving forces behind QL 2004
in Eindhoven. Some time ago
Geoff indicated that he was
preparing to stop being a tra-
der and gave every indication
that he was planning to quit the
QL scene altogether Geotf has,

for a long time now been one
of the most innovative and pro-

lific programrners the QL has
had and I was hoping that he
would think up some new soft'
ware to produce this year I

was, therefore, very disappoin-
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ted when he announced that
he was going to quit,

There was a degree of sur-
prise, then, when he began
campaigning for the cause of a
large meeting to celebrate the
20th birthday of the QL. Not
only this but he opened a dia-
logue with Quanta about the
viability ol holding two mee-
tings, one in Holland on 16th
October this year and one to
held on a date, yet to be ar-
ranged, in the UK. This is good
news and I hope that many of
you will be able to attend both
of the meetings. lf the one in

2005 is held in May it could
coincide with this magazine's
own 10th birthday - now that
would be something

Not only did Geotf managed to
do this but he also got Quanta
to think seriously about the
way its finances are used.
Geoff has been trying to get
Quanta to use the funds it is
holding to finance development
in both the Software and Hard-
ware fields To this end there is

the offer of a substantial sum of
money to anyone who writes a
new piece of QL software that I

mentioned above.

My own thoughts in this area
lean towards the financing of
new Hardware in a similar way
to that arranged with D&D
systems to get the Q60 project
off the ground

The obvious person to get in

touch with here is Zeljko Nasta-
sic, who has had several pro-
jects for the QL stalled through
lack of development money
This would be and ideal way lo
use the money held in Quanta's
accounts because it would be-
nefit anyone who is using a

standard QL or Aurora and be
more in the spirit of Quanta.

Qubide with me
Following on from that I have
been talkrng to Nasta about
various projects recently here
is some of the conversation. As
you know he does have a re-
placement Aurora and Super
Gold Card already designed.
The new Qubide project would
be a start.

Nasta has suggested an interim
Qubide which will have new
features:

'l have also been rnvesfigating
a possibility to make a new
batch of Qubides, but on a two
layer board and without a
through- conneclor Some peo-
ple fhat make boards owe me
money and I could gef lhis
done, but I would rather do lhe
real thing, i.e. Super/EtherlDE.
Failing that, the stop-gap ver-
sion I just described may be
feasible.'
I replied : 'l think a new Qubide
would be belter lhan building
more of the old one.'

I agree completely this is why
even if the stop-gap one would
be made instead of the Super/
EtherlDE, it would be a new de-
sign. However not with all the
functions of the SiE-lDF as it
has to be less challenging
technologically - still it would
have a Flash ROM and proba-
bly two IDE channels, as well
as the necessary termination
resistors to stop those 'fat is

wrong...' problems, and would
be about the size of the old
Qubide'

All in all it seems something
may happen.

QL USA Show Time to
Meetwith Friends Aga in !

Time is rapidly approaching
version of the QL Show

decided to do things a bit differenlly This year
we have picked a very tourist oriented location -
Orlando, Florida; home of Disney World, Kennedy
Space Center, Universal Escape (Studios) and
tons of gators and other fun stuff

The dates are April 24-251h at the Days lnn,

7200 lnternational Drive, Orlando {please make
sure you get the correct address - there seem
to be tons of Days lnns around.

Scheduled exhibitors (at the time that this article
is being written) are:
JMS - Jochen Merz [Germany]
Q-Branch - Roy Wood [UK]
QPC - Marcel Kilgus fGermany]
Quantum Leap Software and Hardware
Phoebus R. Dokos IUSAI
TF Services * Tony Firshman [UK]
NASQLUG - Al Boehm IUSAI

for our annual USA
This time we have

- 
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As you can see, this is once again a truly
international event. We have people from
Germany, the UK, and both sides of the USA
flying in for this show

Current activities planned (subiect to change of
course) are:

Friday, Open Dinner if you can get there on
time lfor everyonel
A night at Disney's Pleasure lsland if
you all can make it lplease note that
Pleasure lsland tends to be an adult
oriented type venue in the eveningsl

Saturday, Tours for the families
Exhibitors in the show room
Demos and presentations
Low cost group dinner

Sunday, Jburs continue
More presentations, etc.
Dinner - tentative

The planned presentations and talks currently
scheduled are,

QDT Workshop Children's Workshop - including
High Colour/Sound enabled on QxO
Demo, Q-Word with Sound on different platforms
Demo, Next generation High Colour Graphics
oriented applications {tentative)
Demo' soQL-PPP
Demo' QxO Unix (if time allows)
Panel of Speakers {?)

Plus of course, you get to see all the latest
software updates {the new color capabilities are
very cool if you haven't yet experienced them),
talk to the experls and get help and exchange
ideas, plus just get together with your old friends
and enjoyl

Many of us are getting there early or staying
later to allow us to experience the area and
make a fullholiday of it. Be sure to let us know if
you are planning the same and we will try to get
everyone in contacl who wants to.

lf you need any help in planning or want to
double check the current schedule and times,
please check out the show websile at'
http://www.jdh-stech.com/ql-usashow.htm.
We have all kinds o{ information, includrng travel
assistance and links to all the local stuff.

lf you haven't made your room plans yet, (full

information is on the website) there might be
some rooms available but they will be tight, lf
you want to come but are having difficulties
please let us know

And, nol to be forgetting my own plug, I am
planning to show the currenl state of QDT - |

think that you will want to give it a test drive
while you are there I don't know if the first
version will be ready for shipping yet (but won't
say that it won't - working very hard at it). But it
will be worth your taking a lookl We have
scheduled a workshop so that everyone who
wtshes can actually play with it a bit and ask
questions and make requests/suggestions
lf you have any questions, need assistance (rides,

roommates, etc), want to let us know that you are
coming {please give us a nod even if you are yust

thinking about it), or if I have missed anything
here or on the website, please let myself or Al
know. Show contact info is,

US: jhunkins@comcast.net

Jim Hunkins, 10 Arch St., Redwood City
CA 94062 USA- Tel. 408-685-5661
US: albertboehm@juno.com
Albert Boehm, 2501 Ermine Drive, Huntsville,
AL 35810 USA -Tel. 256-859-8051

Europe: smsq@j-m-s.com

Jochen Merz, QL Today
lm stillen Winkel 12, 47169 Duisburg Germany
Tel. +49 203 502011

A special lhanks also goes
to Thorsten Herbert (ltaly)

who is supplying us with
the show graphics (all gra-
phics with this article plus
some more on the website).

Hope to see everyone
very soon!

us
qL
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STOP PRESS
Update on AGM Workshop in Manchester,

April 17thl18th
Opening l.Oopm on Saturday.

Dinner 7.3O for 8.OOpm
Sunday 1O.OO am - AGM time TBA

A reminder to all Ouanta members:
lf you do not attend the AGM, who will hear your opinions?

We have arranged for speakers on both Saturday and Sunday.
Roy Wood will speak on Nasta's new O-Bide and the Goldfire.
Geoff Wicks has a new programme under wraps and will reveal rWhy
the kangaroo ate a blue dinosaurr
There will be a talk on Launchpad.

There is still time to come and there is still time to book a seat for the
dinner. As this is a social event to celebrate 2'l years of Ouanta we are
delighted when partners wish to attend. Our venue for the dinner is the
Pond Q,uay, as last time, but the banquet room has been doubled in size.

Cost for the dinner is f2O.O0 per head, with a f 1O deposit to reach us
by 15th March. Cheques to be made out to NEMOLUG, please.

We understand that the two hotels, given in our advert are fully booked.

Do not despair, Manchester is full of hotels, just look on the internet.

There is a Tulip hotel by the Trafford centre.
There is a Holiday lnn express near the Lowrie Centre.
There is a Campinile in Salford.

COME TO THE AGM WORKSHOP
IN MANCHESTER AND BE HEARD!!

- Tip from OL Tirdav: lf you are not a Ouanta member,
e to visit the show! We suggest you

choose Saturday, as Roy Wood will only be at the Show
on Saturday, and Saturday has always been the busier :_

- day on all two-day events in the past!, qay (,fi arr ruv(r-qay evGrrr$ rn IrrG pasl! i
Lr.,. i
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Quanta AGM and Workshop
Portslade Town Hall

Hove, Sussex

Sun., May 23rd 2004

This year's Hove Workshop is being held
later than usual to avoid clashes with other
recent QL shows. This will be our 10th

show and the fourth to be held in this venue.

We hope to publish a list of local hotels and
guesthouses in the next issue.

See you all there

t Meetin
Saturdayo l}th
Pleincollege St.

of Jutre, 10:00 to 16:00
Joriso Roostenlaan 296

More details about the upcoming
USA Show in Orlando

can be
issue!

found on
We hope

the last few
to meet you

pages of this
at a show!

and the
AGM in Manchester


